
ABSTRACT 

WHITE, SAMANTHA BROOKE. Architecture Selection for the Evolvability of Engineered 

Systems. (Under the direction of Dr. Scott Ferguson.) 

 

For engineered systems, one of the first decisions a designer must make is the architecture that 

will solve the established high level function. In most cases, this can be accomplished in a 

multitude of ways, with each original architecture having strengths and weaknesses. This work 

explores how the architecture choice for a system impacts the ability to evolve and meet future 

needs. Future needs of a system can include incorporating additional functionality, operating 

in a new environment, and extending service life, and a system must continue to meet 

stakeholder needs throughout its service life to maintain value. This work establishes two tools 

for system evolutions research. The first is updating the methodology for mapping excess in a 

system. Excess that is embedded into components during the design phase can enable in-

service system evolution when new or changed requirements are introduced. However, the 

previously established approach to mapping excess was not intuitive or scalable. The second 

tool is applying stress testing principles, similar to that of software engineering, to explore how 

a system design is affected when faced with various possible evolution scenarios. These tools 

are applied to an architecture case study where three systems that perform the same task via 

different architectures are considered. These systems are compared to understand how well 

they adhere to, or violate, the Empirically-Derived Principles for Designing Products with 

Flexibility for Future Evolution [1]. The excess embedded within each of these systems was 

also mapped, and future evolutionary scenarios were explored to determine how the 

architecture, excess, and Guidelines for Product Flexibility affect the capacity of these systems 

to evolve to meet future needs. 
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CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Introduction 

Requirement changes emerge after the system has been fielded because of the need to operate 

in new environments, achieve new primary functions, or to ensure basic system survival. A 

system that is more apt to meet these new requirements is more valuable because it is able to 

attain a longer service life with the required functionalities. Systems that are unable to meet 

these requirements will either operate at a suboptimal performance level or need to be replaced. 

This results in a loss of system value or an increase in monetary investment by the user. 

Therefore, it is advantageous for the original design of a system to be evolvable to meet future 

needs.  

 

Some systems are more responsive to new requirement changes than others. Evolving a 

product to meet these new requirements can be approached from a generational context [1–4] 

where product platforming [5,6], inheritance [7,8], and architecture scaling and modularity [9–

12] shorten the design cycle and reduce redesign costs. This thesis analyzes the evolvability of 

an engineered system based on the initial architecture selection. This is the first selection in 

the engineering design process, and this selection influences the rest of the system design. 

Currently, there has not been any research on the correlation between system architecture and 

system evolvability, leading to the research question: 

“What characteristics of a system’s architecture influence the evolvabilility of the engineered 

system?” 
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This thesis follows three approaches. First, the challenges associated with, and the limitations 

of, a previous approach proposed to map embodied excess within a system is revisited. As 

discussed in Section 1.2, excess is the surplus that allows for successful system evolutions. 

Section 1.3 discusses the need to formalize an approach for stress testing an engineered system 

for future requirements, a concept used when developing computer software. Finally, Section 

1.4 discusses the challenges of architecture selection. 

 

1.2 Excess Mapping  

Engineers use excess – the surplus in a system component that exceeds current requirements 

[1] – when evolving a system to meet new requirements. Prior research by Tackett [13] 

analyzed 210 engineered 35 systems and found that excess is a critical factor for achieving 

service-phase evolvability. An initial exploration by the authors of [13] used decades of 

empirical knowledge to identify a subset of excesses for a nuclear carrier and explored how 

these excesses mapped to the expected lifespan of the system [14]. However, the question 

remains of how to identify the relevant excesses for any design problem when decades of 

guiding information are not available. Chapter 3 addresses this question by modifying an 

existing method to map and quantify excess relationships within an engineered system [15]. 

The background of this thesis reviews design research literature pertaining to the modeling of 

component interactions and functional flows that provided the initial framework for identifying 

and mapping excess. This review is used again to modify a method that identifies, quantifies, 
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and represents excess. This approach is described in Chapter 3, and demonstrates the 

implementation of the new approach on a consumer heat gun. 

 

1.3 Stress Testing 

Chapter 4 introduces an approach that draws on the stress-testing approach common in testing 

computer software [16–18]. The outcomes of this analysis are an assessment of whether the 

system can evolve to meet new requirements and increased insight into how the system 

architecture limits (or enables) evolution. Complex engineered systems are the often the main 

motivation for understanding evolvability because their initial purchase and replacement costs 

are very large. However, simple systems can lend themselves to more in-depth analysis while 

still providing enough complexity to warrant investigation. In Chapter 4, a toy dart gun is 

explored in significant detail so that the relationship between system components, excess, and 

evolvability can be comprehensively explored.  

 

Toy dart guns are also worth exploring because there is a large community focused on 

achieving a plethora of perceived enhancements to original functionality and the addition of 

new functionality. Instructional websites and video series exist to teach others how to evolve 

their dart guns and to gather ideas of new system requirements that should be met. While this 

work deals with future changes, it is dissimilar from change propagation. Change propagation 

is defined in [19] as the process by which “change to one part or element of an existing system 

configuration or design results in one or more additional changes to the system, when those 
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changes would not have otherwise been required.” The stress testing approach introduces 

multiple future evolution paths. These paths are independent options for future evolution and 

do not influence each other. In change propagation, a change spurs more change. In stress 

testing, only the first change is considered, but what that first change is varies. 

 

1.4 Architecture Selection 

The final approach used in this thesis compared the effect of initial architecture selection on a 

system’s ability to evolve. Architecture of a system can be described as “the scheme by which 

the function of a product is allocated to physical components”  [20]. Every problem can present 

multiple solutions. In the same sense, a function can be realized in multiple solution forms 

[21,22]. These larger architecture decisions form the framework for the rest of the engineered 

system. For example, a car and a horse-driven buggy accomplish the same task of transporting 

a person, but the supporting components have vastly different demands and properties. 

Requirements in these systems often change during the design process, but they can also 

change after the system has been put into the field [23].  

 

While the system architecture can be changed during the design process, this action is often 

associated with a high cost. Knowing that a system needs to change to meet future needs, is a 

particular architecture, or core solution, more apt to evolve? In Design for X, where X is 

Evolvable Systems, Tilstra et al. developed a set of empirically-derived principles [24]. These 

principles, also known as Guidelines for Product Flexibility, are divided into five categories, 
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modularity, parts reduction, spatial, interface decoupling, and adjustability. These principles 

guide designers, but do not offer any specifics when choosing between multiple architectural 

options. Chapter 5 investigates the relationship between these principles and the selection of a 

system architecture by conducting a case study that compares a set of systems that have similar 

functionality but different architectures.  

 

The selected systems are three automatic dog ball launchers on the same scale of cost, size, 

and functionality, but have different architectural launch mechanisms. These systems are 

analyzed to determine how closely they adhere to the guidelines and are then compared. Their 

ability to achieve future functionality based on the guidelines are discussed to determine if a 

primary architecture is inherently better for evolvability. Previous research in Architecture 

Option Theory [25,26] increased value to stakeholders by applying the tools for Design for 

Adaptability to a system’s initial architecture. This research applies a similar motivation to 

multiple architectural options for a system and uses the guidelines for product evolvability [24] 

to determine what characteristics of each architecture lead to a more evolvable system. This is 

done by a case study that uses three similar functioning machines with different core 

architectural solutions: three ball launchers. Chapter 6 applies the excess mapping approach to 

the ball launcher case study to fully explore proposed future needs of the systems. 
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1.5 Chapter Summary 

A system that is able to evolve to perform additional or extended functionalities, operate in a 

new environment, or increase its intended service life provides a greater value than one that 

cannot. While some facets of a system’s design, such as imbedded excess and modularity, have 

been shown to lead to a more evolvable system, this thesis explores the influence that a 

system’s overall architecture has on its evolvability.  Figure 1.1 shows the tools modified and 

developed in this thesis on system evolvability to answer the posed research question on system 

architecture.  

 

 

Figure 1.1: Research Development and Thesis Map 

 

Chapter 2 provides background information that motivates the research in system evolvability. 

The three approaches introduced for analysis of system evolvability are explained in Chapters 
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3-6. Chapter 3 reformulates an approach to map excess in a system and demonstrates the new 

approach with a nerf gun. Chapter 4 demonstrates a stress test approach to evolvability and 

uses a heat tool as a case study. Chapter 5 introduces architecture selection as a driving factor 

for future evolvability, and compares 3 different launchers using previously established 

Guidelines for Product Flexibility [24]. Chapter 6 combines the excess mapping methodology 

presented in Chapter 3 with the ball launcher architecture study introduced in Chapter 5 to fully 

explore proposed evolutionary paths. Conclusions are presented in Chapter 7 which 

summarizes the effectiveness of the three approaches for system evolvability. 
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CHAPTER 2 – BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction 

The first step in this research was to address limitations of a previously proposed approach to 

map excess within an engineered system [15]. The tools that inspired and influenced this initial 

approach were revisited as part of the modification process. These tools included functional 

decomposition techniques, Design Structure Matrices (DSM’s), and appropriate design 

margins. These techniques are further described in Sections 2.2-2.4. 

 

The context for exploring excess mapping is linked to designing for system evolution. The 

concept of evolvability is similar to that of changeability, flexibility, and adaptability. Prior 

research in these fields is discussed in Sections 2.5 and 2.6. The Guidelines for Product 

Flexibility described in Section 2.6 are used as a basis to compare system architectures in the 

context of evolvability and as a means of guiding architecture selection. Previous research in 

architecture option theory, described in Section 2.7, uses the same motivation of increasing 

evolvability in an engineered system by altering its architecture; however, this previously 

established research alters single systems after embodiment of a design, as opposed to 

comparing different initial architecture selections. Figure 2.1 shows how these previously 

established tools support this research.  
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Figure 2.1: Background Basis for Research 

 

2.2 Design Margins and Factors of Safety 

In Ref. [27], a design margin is described as “the extent to which a parameter exceeds what it 

needs to meet its functional requirements regardless of the motivation for which the margin 

was included,” which is a similar notion to excess. Design margins are often included to ensure 

safe and proper operation of a system in the presence of uncertainty. In a description of design 

margins by Thunnissen, this uncertainty is attributed to the design process [28]. In this context, 

design margins were explored by considering how they should be probabilistically allocated 

to both design and organizational parameters to allow for the successful completion of the 

original design. 
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2.3 Functional Decomposition 

Functional decomposition represents a system as a set of combined functions that make it work, 

without introducing any of the system’s components [29]. The individual functions are 

represented as blocks in the model, and the appropriate flows between components are labeled 

arrows. The output of one function block becomes the input to another [30], and these flows 

are categorized as energy, material, or information (signal). A sample of a functional diagram 

is shown in Figure 2.2. The reconciled functional basis for functional flows developed by Hirtz 

et al [31] and introduced in the previous section provided a standardized nomenclature for 

functional decomposition and the functional vocabulary pertaining to system operation.  

 

Ref  [32] identified applying functional decomposition approaches to an exploration of system 

evolvability as necessary ongoing research. Evolvability is a critical characteristic for a system 

to have, as the required functionality of a system is likely to change after the system is put in 

service. Understanding the functions within a system and the flows between them will help 

designers better realize these changes.  

 

Changing components to address these changes could require the modification, addition, or 

removal of flows. However, it is difficult to quantify flows in a functional model because a 

functional representation of a system does not describe how well the system achieves a 

function. Yet, it is possible to quantify the flows entering or exiting a component. For this 

reason, it is proposed that excess occurs at component interfaces when incoming flows can be 
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accommodated at a greater magnitude than what is currently required. This requires the 

functional flows of a system to be described, but system components to be identified, as is 

often done in a Design Structure Matrix. 

 

Figure 2.2: Portion of a Functional Diagram for a Heat Gun 

 

2.4 Modeling Component Interactions using a Design Structure Matrix 

An effective excess mapping procedure must account for the capabilities of individual 

components and the interactions between them. One way to identify interactions between 

components is through Design Structure Matrices [33,34]. Traditional DSMs are grids that 

place each component in the system on a row and column down the left side and across the 

top. The middle section, where these lines intersect, is then used to show if there is or is not an 

interaction between those two components. There are five classes of component interactions: 

spatial, energy, information, material, and structural [35][36].  

 

Another use of DSMs is creating tools that quantify the risk of a proposed design change [37–

39]. The risk of a proposed design change in these works is considered to be the product of the 
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likelihood of a change occurring and its impact on the resultant necessary redesign (how much 

work must be redone as a result of the change) [40]. This was developed into a change 

propagation network by Pasqual and de Weck and uses information from the coupled product, 

change, and social domains [41]. Also building on this concept, Tilstra et al. [42] introduced 

the high-definition design structure matrix (HD-DSM) methodology, where a system’s 

flexibility was used to evaluate its future evolvability. The resultant DSMs are three-

dimensional; each face applies to a particular domain that changes are mapped to. The domains 

were pulled from the functional basis defined by Hirts et a. [31] . This functional basis is further 

discussed in Chapter 3 when reformulating the mapping procedure to relate energy flows to 

component parameters.  

 

Figure 2.3 shows sample HD-DSM faces for a heat gun in the electrical energy, gaseous 

material, and thermal energy domains. Interactions between components are shaded in light 

gray. The diagonal of each matrix is where a component crosses itself, so it is blacked out from 

the figure. HD-DSMs are useful tools for locating component interactions among different 

domains within a system which makes it appropriate for evolvable system analysis. However, 

they do not quantify any of these interactions. An equation was introduced by Sosa et al [43] 

to quantify the strength of the interactions., but it does not describe the amount of flow a 

component can produce or accept.  
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Figure 2.3: Sample HD-DSM Faces for a Consumer Heat Gun 

 

From this review of the literature, it was concluded that a component–flow diagram could 

enable the mapping and quantification of excess within a system. To create a systematic 

method, quantifying excess must also address the function flows of a component. Therefore, 

the set of functional flows described by Hirtz et al. [31] is used. Mapping flows through a 

component diagram of the system will identify component interactions that must be 

considered.  

 

2.5 Changeability and Flexibility – Managing Changes to System Architecture 

Techniques for managing the change of a system’s architecture have received significant 

attention. For example, the foundation for research in changeable systems [44] is that flexibility 

is a system property that enables effective configuration modifications in response to 

uncertainties [45]. From this definition, many different measures of flexibility and 

changeability have been proposed. Rajan et al. [46] introduced a Change Mode and Effects 

Analysis procedure that considers the number of parts/modules, potential causes of change, 
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potential changes, and the possible effects of the changes. Flexibility is then rated on a 1–10 

scale and, when combined with a measure of occurrence, is used to calculate a change potential 

number. Koh et al. [47] use a similar procedure in that the designer identifies the dependencies 

between system components and estimates the effort associated with making a system change. 

To complete this process, designers must consider where changes initiate, how the changes 

propagate (both directly and indirectly), the likelihood of a change occurring, and the redesign 

effort associated with achieving the desired change. Techniques like those by Koh et al. and 

Rajan et al. excel in providing a measure by which different changes to a system can be 

compared but require subjective estimates about system flexibility and the impact of realizing 

the proposed changes.  

 

Other works have explored system flexibility from a real options perspective, where decisions 

must be made about when (if at all) to exercise a predetermined change to a deployed system. 

Suh et al. [48] integrated change propagation concepts with component interaction matrices 

and real options analysis to assess which components in a product platform should be made 

flexible. This work demonstrated how achieving flexibility generally requires an initial 

increase in investment but can potentially suppress change propagation and lower switching 

costs. Expanding on this idea, Cardin [49] explored how thirty different design procedures 

supported design for flexibility across the tasks of baseline design, uncertainty recognition, 

concept generation, design space exploration, and process management. Though none of the 

works specifically identify and/or quantify excess within a system, they closely relate to the 
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questions of how much excess should be included, where it should be located, and how it can 

facilitate system changes.  

 

The closest work related to discussing excess are the guidelines to support product evolution 

developed by Beesemyer et al. [7] and Tilstra et al. [24], after studying existing products. A 

subset of these guidelines includes maintaining clearances and usable area, designing tunable 

components, and providing energy storage/importation capabilities. The implication of these 

guidelines is that excess within a system is needed when responding to changing requirements. 

The hypothesis driving this work is that limitations to evolvability occur where components 

are incapable of accommodating changes to flows within the system. Therefore, modeling 

excess requires identifying the proper scope of system architecture and then characterizing and 

quantifying the flows between components. 

 

2.6 Guidelines for Product Flexibility 

The Guidelines for Product Flexibility for Future Evolution were originally introduced in 2007 

ASME by Keese et al [50], and later expounded on in 2013 by Tilstra et al [51]. The principles 

were the result of two merged studies: a patent study of flexible products and a study of 

consumer products analyzed with a product flexibility matrix. These empirically-derived 

principles were created to guide the design process towards a more flexible, and thus evolvable, 

system. These 24 guidelines are organized into five approach categories: modularity approach, 

parts reduction approach, spatial approach, interface decoupling approach, and adjustability 
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approach. The full set of guidelines are shown in Figure 2.4. These guidelines were 

demonstrated with various products that clearly demonstrate each point, and then used to guide 

the design of a guitar string changer. 

 

 

Figure 2.4: Guidelines for Product Flexibility [24] 

 

2.7 Modularity and Architecture Theory 

A system that evolves can add increased value to stakeholders by accomplishing new 

engineering criteria, operating in a new environment, and extending service life. Major 
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concepts often associated with system evolution are modularity [52–56], architecture, and 

excess.  Baldwin, et al describes a modularized product as being divided according to a formal 

architecture or plan “to make complexity manageable, enable parallel work, and accommodate 

future uncertainty” [57]. Systems can be classified by their levels of modularity and granularity 

[58] or quantified by the modularization function [59]. Modularity also plays a role in Design 

for the Life Cycle [60], which can be considered an evolution if the service life is extended 

beyond initial requirements. While the appropriate division of modules is essential to 

evolvability, the interface complexity between modules also plays a key role in future 

evolutions [7].   Ulrich describes product architecture as “the scheme by which the function of 

a product is allocated to physical components” and identifies a linkage from product 

architecture to product change [20]. Siddiqi and de Weck later addressed a system 

architecture’s role in reconfigurable systems through an analysis of 33 systems [61]. These 

systems were categorized by their modularity, and thusly, their reconfigurability.    

 

Architecture option theory was introduced as a basis for design for adaptability [62] by Engel 

and Browning [25]. This approach aimed to maximize system life time value by extending the 

life of systems via adaptability. This method was based in economic principles, financial 

options theory and transaction cost theory, to select the architecture for optimal lifetime value. 

In 2015, this concept was refined and tested in six industrial case studies to demonstrate a 

reduction in system’s lifetime cost, reduction in systems’ upgrade cycle-time, and an increase 

in systems’ lifespan [26].  In 2016, these concepts were further refined to incorporate a measure 

of a products “architecture adaptability value (AAV)” from four industrial case studies [63]. 
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These architectural models involved regrouping modules and altering components with great 

success. However, in all the systems, the broad, architectural solution (such as car vs. horse-

drawn buggy) had already been chosen. These works guide designers in an arrangement of a 

final, more adaptable architecture with the selected core concept.  

 

2.8 Chapter Summary 

The literature review presented in this chapter provides a foundation for developing and 

analyzing engineered systems for future evolvability. The work presented in design margins 

(section 2.2), functional decomposition (section 2.3), and design structure matrices (section 

2.4), are used to reformulate a method to identify and quantify excess in a system in a 

methodology called excess mapping. These analytical tools (excess mapping included) are then 

used to inform a stress testing case study that introduces future requirements to a system and 

follows how that system successfully or unsuccessfully evolves to meet them.  

 

The second set of prior research presented in this chapter inform architecture selection; these 

are changeability and flexibility (section 2.5), introducing The Guidelines for Product 

Flexibility (section 2.6), and modularity and architecture theory (section 2.7).  These tools for 

architecture selection in combination with the tools for analyzing a system for evolvability are 

used to answer the research question,  

“What characteristics of a system’s architecture influence the evolvabilility of the engineered 

system?” 
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CHAPTER 3 – MODIFYING A METHOD TO MODEL EXCESS WITHIN AN 

ENGINEERED SYSTEM 

 

3.1 Previously Established Excess Mapping Methodology 

The following chapter introduces excess mapping as a way to quantify and graphically display 

excess within a system. Excess has been identified as a critical factor to evolvability [13]. 

Strategically placed excess in a system provides opportunities for evolution to take place, while 

a lack of excess in key parts of a system hinder evolution. Understanding where excess exists 

within a system allows designers to locate potential areas for evolution as well as potential 

“bottlenecks”, or components/modules that prohibit evolution without redesign or 

replacement. Prior work by Cansler et al proposed an approach to identify and map excess in 

complex engineered systems [15]. While this approach presented a way to identify and 

quantify excess within an engineered system, reviewers offered criticisms that needed to be 

addressed. Major concerns centered around the consistency of the approach, issues related to 

ease of implementation, and value of the final result. The steps to the original approach are 

shown in Figure 3.1.  
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Step 1: Collect Stakeholder 
Specifications

Step 2: Identify System 
Architecture and Relationships

Step 3: Assemble Excess Map

Step 4: Identify State Parameters

 

Figure 3.1: Original Steps to Create an Excess Map [15] 

 

Step: 1 Collect Stakeholder Specifications 

The first step was to gather the specifications from stakeholders to determine the current 

operating characteristics of the system and what is required of the system.  

 

Step 2: Identify System Architecture and Relationships 

Step 2 determined the level of abstraction of the map.  This was an issue because this step was 

an uninformed process. Designers were left on their own to determine what the necessary 

granularity should be.  

 

Once the components were identified, they are modeled in a block with input and output flows. 

An example of this block’s architecture is shown in Figure 3.2.  
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Type
Excess [Units] 

(Total Capacity)Type

Type

Type

Type
Excess [Units] 

(Total Capacity)

Type

Component

Functional Flows

Inbound
Compatibility

Flows

Primary Block

Outbound
Functional

Flows

 

Figure 3.2 : Excess Map Segment for a General Architecture [64] 

 

This block structure came with its own difficulties. First, it required abbreviations for flows 

that are found in a separate table. This prohibits the excess map from being a standalone figure. 

Second, a single component requires multiple blocks to be fully described. This results in a 

large map for even simple systems, leading to scalability challenges as the system considered 

becomes more complex. 

 

The last part of Step 2 is to quantify all the flows on the created excess map. While the type of 

flow has been identified, what the designer should quantify is not inherently obvious.  

 

Step 3: Assemble Excess Map 

This step takes all the quantified component blocks created in Step 2, and compiles them into 

the larger system map, connecting the appropriate output flows of one component to the input 

flow of another. As addressed in Step 2, this approaches created a larger, complicated system 

map for even small systems.  
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Step 4: Identify State Parameters 

State parameters are system specifications that govern the entire system, as oppose to a single 

component, such as system total mass. These are added to the diagram in a separate block. 

 

The original mapping procedure was demonstrated with a consumer heat tool, and the resulting 

map is shown in Figure 3.3. This shows how the individual blocks flow into each other as well 

as interactions with the environment.  
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Figure 3.3: Original Excess Map for a Consumer Heat Tool 
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This approach was the first attempt to formalize the excess mapping process for an engineered 

system. It successfully quantified the capabilities of system components as they related to 

accepting, transforming, and passing flows. However, the system map created is not intuitive. 

The below issues were identified by peer reviewers as areas for additional development: 

 The abbreviated excess nomenclature required additional referencing beyond the single 

map.  

 The prominent excess value within each functional output block is not easily used in 

the evolution process, as it is a function of the actual and maximum flow.  

 The term “flow” is not an appropriate word to indicate a dependency between design 

parameters.  

 Geometrical excess is defined by length, area and volume. However, most of 

component shapes are not cubic, which means that the information transmitted about 

geometrical excesses may be right, but not accurate enough to be useful. 

 Excess itself does not truly “flow” from component to component, as the map may 

suggest.  

 The complexity of the map does not seem to lend itself to larger, more complex 

engineering systems. This process did not seem scalable.  

As it was desired that the excess map could become a foundation for further evolvability 

analysis, the procedure needed to be revisited and re-formalized to create a cleaner and more 

intuitive map. This work revises the mapping process, and demonstrates the updated procedure 

using the same case study as before: a consumer heat tool. 
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3.2 Revising the Excess Mapping Approach 

The updated approach is still grounded in functional modeling with component blocks and 

flows between components. Previously, it was unclear as to how the flows from a functional 

model changed from flows to quantifiable parameters related to each individual component. 

The flow nomenclature and representation seemed to be the most significant issue raised by 

the peer reviewers. Properties of the system, like excess volume, were important factors of 

excess, but could not necessarily be described as “flows.” Excess lies within a component 

itself. Components have properties that allow them to accept and pass these flows. An example 

of this would be that max operating temperature of a component would dictate the amount of 

thermal energy it could accept. The flows linking the components have thusly been changed to 

excess component parameters as seen in Table 3.1.  

 

From a component perspective, every flow can be linked to a component parameter at an 

interface as shown in Table 3.1. These excess component parameters are similar in nature to 

the power conjugate complements defined by Hirtz et al. [31] for energy flows. While the 

power conjugate complements were defined as a means of providing greater detail of the flow 

description, the excess component parameters listed in Table 3.1 extend beyond energy and 

are specified to be measurable parameters. Further, this table intends to be an exhaustive 

resource linking functional flows to excess component parameters. Future work will need to 

explore a large number of systems to ensure this table captures all links between function flows 

and excess component parameters. 
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Table 3.1: Excess Component Parameters [31]

 

 

The creation of new procedural steps provides the designer a guide through the map building 

process. The revised approach is shown in Figure 3.4. 

 

 

Figure 3.4: Steps to Create an Excess Map 
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Step 1: Identify System Components: 

Excess within a system occurs either at component interfaces or as a property of the component 

itself. Therefore, excess directly relates to the system architecture and the specifications under 

which those components operate. For excess to be meaningful and useful in the design process, 

it must be relatable to system or component requirements. The extent to which these 

requirements are described may pertain more to some components/subsystems than others, 

requiring a decision about the level of system resolution. At the lowest level of resolution, the 

components may represent the key modules of the system architecture. At the highest level of 

resolution, the designer would consider even the smallest possible system part (screws, 

transistors, etc.). Detailed and rich representations of the system architecture will provide 

greater insight into where excess is present in a system. However, this comes at a cost of greater 

modeling complexity. This complexity may not be necessary for those components that are 

externally sourced, where the greater concern is the excess that exists at the interfaces with 

other components [58]. It is likely that different subsystems will be described at different levels 

of detail. 

Step 2: Create Component-Flow Model for the Existing System Architecture: 

Every component carries out at least one function. Therefore, every component also has at least 

one input and output flow. Leveraging the advancements in functional decomposition, these 

flows can be characterized as energy, material, and signals. To maintain consistency with the 
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established literature, the reconciled functional basis flow set developed in [31] is used as 

shown in Table 3.2. To complete this step, a designer should describe the flows that exist 

between components, particularly where they interface. Once these flows have been identified, 

they can be characterized as entering and/or exiting each component, as shown in Figure 3.5. 

This mapping is completed across all components so that an initial excess map can be created. 

Initial excess maps highlight the component–flow relationship that exists within the current 

system architecture. There may be system-level specifications that do not directly map to an 

individual component or flow. For example, system mass is the sum of all system components. 

If system mass is defined as a hard constraint, a designer may consider the excess mass 

remaining when modifying system architecture. However, treating system-level requirements 

as hard constraints may not be part of an effective design process [65], and designers should 

explore the trades behind these requirements to understand which configurations lead to the 

greatest value. While the flow between certain components can be easily described using an 

input/output relationship, the mapping for some components—like screws and bolts—can be 

more challenging. The function of a screw or bolt is to secure two objects, and the limiting 

factor is the load that it can withstand before failure. That load is created by mechanical energy 

transmitted to the screw or bolt from another component, or external to the system. 
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Figure 3.5: Sample Component Block 

 

Table 3.2: Reconciled Function Flows [31] 

 

 

Step 3: Quantify Flows and determine interface and component capabilities: 

The next step is to quantify the capabilities of the components and the component interfaces. 

If the original system architecture is a valid configuration, then every component can handle 

the type and amount of flow that comes into it. Further, the output flows from each component 
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are of a proper type and magnitude so that compatibility is ensured with the other interacting 

components. These flow values are a lower bound, and some components are capable of 

handling more flow than currently demanded of them. The difference between the current flow 

and what the component is capable of receiving is considered excess.  

 

From a component perspective, every flow can be linked to a component parameter at an 

interface as shown in Table 3.1. These excess component parameters are similar in nature to 

the power conjugate complements defined by Hirtz et al. [31] for energy flows. While the 

power conjugate complements were defined as a means of providing greater detail of the flow 

description, the excess component parameters listed in Table 3.1 extend beyond energy and 

are specified to be measurable parameters. Further, this table intends to be an exhaustive 

resource linking functional flows to excess component parameters.  

 

To provide an example, thermal energy will flow from a hotter component to a colder 

component due to their proximity in the system. While the units of heat energy are calories or 

joules, the ability for the component to properly receive the flow is not directly dictated by this 

number. Rather the maximum temperature of the component is a limiting parameter. If the heat 

flow is too great, the component will exceed its viable operating temperature and could melt. 

Therefore, the excess in the component due to an incoming flow of thermal energy is the 

temperature increase that could be accommodated. Similarly, the excess component parameter 

for a flow of material is the volumetric flow, unless it corresponds to a human body part. It 

should be noted in Table 3.1 that there is no excess component parameter for a flow of signal 
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in the form of a status. The rationale for this decision is that status signals primarily interact 

with the external environment and that no excess is linked with this interaction. Additionally, 

future work is needed to better understand and characterize the link between a flow of 

biological energy and component excess.  

 

For each component, a component–flow diagram can be created with the excess component 

parameters identified. An example of this diagram is shown in Fig. 3.6. To construct this figure, 

the component name is placed at the center of the block. Then, the incoming and outgoing 

flows are defined. For this example, there are incoming flows of thermal energy, pneumatic 

energy, and electrical energy. Where the flow intersects the component boundary, two different 

values are listed. The upper value for each flow is the current operating state for the original 

architecture. Underneath this value, and in parenthesis, the maximum possible component 

parameter value is listed. By definition, excess at that interface is then calculated as the 

difference between the maximum possible value and the current operating state. A similar 

structure is used for outgoing flows. Here, the excess in an outgoing flow represents the 

difference between what is leaving the component and what the component is capable of 

exporting. For some flows, it may be very difficult to calculate the upper limit as this number 

could be orders of magnitude higher than the current operating state and it would not be 

reasonable to expect that number to be obtained. In these cases, the limit is represented by a 

double asterisk to highlight where excess exists in a component but is very unlikely to serve 

as a bottleneck.  
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In addition to the excess associated with flows, there is a geometrical excess for each 

component. This geometrical excess arises from scenarios where a component nests other 

components and an interior volume remains. The interior volume that is not occupied could be 

used to increase the size of an internal component or to add a component that increases product 

functionality. However, since geometric volume does not flow between components like a 

material, energy, or signal, excess geometric volume is listed below the name of the 

component. If multiple regions of excess geometric volume exist, they are listed separately 

since a simple summation of this number presents a false indication of the available volume. 

 

 

Figure 3.6: Component-Flow Model Structure 
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Step 4: Create Critical Component-Flow Map 

The objective of mapping component excess is to identify limitations when the requirements 

of the system are extended beyond their original values. As this work is motivated by an 

interest in system evolution, components that cannot handle an expanded boundary of 

operating requirements must either be changed or the entire system should be replaced. 

However, if a large number of components and flows are identified for a system, it is possible 

that the component–flow diagram will be too cumbersome and burdensome to use. Placing a 

focus on the component excess parameters that could constrain the evolution of a system will 

provide a designer with the most relevant set of information. In this step, a designer can 

eliminate flows from the diagram that would not impact system evolution. For example, while 

a power cord will output thermal energy, at the maximum possible operating current, the 

thermal energy created would not be enough to raise the temperature above the maximum 

operating temperature. Analysis of each flow and component excess parameter will allow for 

a reduced component–flow map to be created, if desired. 

Step 5: Explore the Impact of System Changes 

A fully realized component–flow map allows for modifications to be explored. These 

modifications could involve changing the magnitude of a flow, the change of a component, or 

the addition of a new component to the system architecture. By using excess, it is possible to 

determine the extent by which the requirements can be modified or whether a proposed change 

is possible. It is also possible to determine existing bottlenecks in the system architecture that 

may limit performance changes. Two conditions can arise that require the excess map to be 
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updated. Either the architecture changes in a way that alters the presence and/or arrangement 

of components depicted in the map or system specifications have been added or removed. The 

addition or removal of requirements could alter the map by affecting the components and/or 

relationships that must be represented. However, an already present requirement that is 

modified could change the amount of excess indicated by the map but not require the map to 

be altered. Rather, a modified requirement results in requiring the map to determine how 

excesses are affected. 

 

3.3 Case Study and Implementation of the Mapping Approach 

The original excess map process was explored using a heat gun as a case study, with the 

resulting map shown in Figure 3.3. While the tool contains a relatively small number of 

components, the interactions between the thermal, electrical, and mechanical domains make 

analysis of the system quite complicated. The objective of this demonstration is to highlight 

how changes to a system can be explored in the context of excess without the need for 

complicated simulations and analysis. Rather, the understanding of excess can highlight the 

important interactions between system components, and this information can then be used to 

guide the designer when running advanced simulations. The heat gun used in this work was 

the Wagner HT1000 [66]. It operates in the 1.2kW power range with two heat settings: 400°C 

and 540°C. Weight of the item was 5.78N, and the air flow was reported to be between 350–

425L/min at low and 700–800L/min at high speed [66]. The current of the device in operation 
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was measured, and a value of 10A was confirmed at 120 VAC. The mapping process follows 

Fig. 3.4 and the steps in Secs. 3.3. 

 

Step 1: Identify System Components 

The individual components for the heat gun were identified as the switch, power cord, wires, 

motor, fan, nozzle (Fig. 3.7), heating element (Fig. 3.8), case, and cover (Fig. 3.9). While the 

components of the heat gun could be further decomposed, this level of granularity was selected 

because these would be the components purchased from outside suppliers and/or involved in 

future evolutions of the system. 

 

 

Figure 3.7: Internal Components of the Heat Gun 
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Figure 3.8: Heating Coils 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9: Case and Cover (Numbers Written by Manufacturer) 

 

 

 

Step 2: Create Component-Flow Model for the Existing System Architecture 

Incoming flows to the system are the  

 Electrical energy from the wall to the power cord 
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 Air (material) that comes in through the case vents 

 Human energy to the case so that the system can be held by the user 

 Human energy needed to move the switch to different control locations 

Outgoing flows to the environment are the  

 Air (material) that is heated and expelled through the nozzle 

 Air’s associated pneumatic energy exiting from the nozzle 

 Thermal energy exiting from the cover, the nozzle, and the case 

 Visual, olfactory, and auditory signals that indicate the current status of the heat gun 

 

Having identified the input and output flows of the system, the focus shifts to mapping the 

flows between components. For brevity, the component–flow model for two components is 

shown in this section. Figures 3.10 and 3.11 show the basic component–flow representation 

model for the heating element and motor. The remainder of the basic component–flow 

representations can be found in Appendix A. Air material, electrical energy, and pneumatic 

energy are incoming flows to the heating element. The process of heating leads to thermal 

energy and electrical energy being output. For the motor, an input of electrical energy is 

converted into rotational energy, thermal energy, and a visual and auditory signal. Combining 

the flows from each component, a full component–flow model can be constructed, as shown in 

Fig. 3.12. 
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Figure 3.10: Component-Flow Representation for the Heating Element 

 

 

 

Figure 3.11: Component-Flow Representation for the Motor 
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Figure 3.12: Component-Flow Representation of the Heat Gun 

 

Step 3: Quantify Flows and Determine Interface and Component Capabilities 

The heat gun was dissected so that the manufacturer specifications for each component could 

be identified. When a component, such as the case, did not have manufacturer specifications 

available the operating conditions were determined from a best estimate (such as material 

composition) as shown in Table 3.3. 
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Table 3.3: Component Operating Conditions 

Switch: Rated for 13 A current, and 125°C operating temperature. Minimal 

human energy needed to operate. 

Power Cord: Rated for maximum 15 A current and 60°C maximum operating 

temperature. 

Wires: Rated for maximum 16 A current and 200°C maximum operating 

temperature. 

Motor: Rated for 8.6 A current, 60°C operating temperature, max output of 

12,500 RPM at no load, and a stall torque of 41.2 mN·m [67]. 

Fan: Material is assumed to be ABS plastic with a melting temperature of 

105°C [68]. Fan can withstand any reasonable input speed from the 

motor and can move as much air as the speed of the motor allows. 

Nozzle: Material is assumed to be stainless steel, so mealtime temperature is 

around 1397°C. The amount and speed of air that can pass through the 

nozzle is limited by the capabilities of the motor.  

Heating 

Element: 

Rated for 16 A current. The mealtime temperature of nichrome is 

1400°C [69], the ceramic is at least 1000°C [70], and the mica board can 

withstand 700°C [71] operating temperature. Element can also withstand 

any amount or speed of air that would reasonable be passed over it. 

Case: Material is assumed to be ABS plastic with a melting temperature of 

105°C [68]. 

Cover: Material is assumed to be ABS plastic with a melting temperature of 

105°C [68]. 

 

Two key challenges of, and a main driver of the value associated with, engineering design are 

understanding where relationships exist between components and then determining how these 

relationships influence component behavior. By identifying the critical flows that exist between 

components and using this information to quantify the excess existing at relevant 
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corresponding component interfaces, this approach provides a way to explore the significance 

of component interactions. For the heat gun, this process begins with the construction of the 

component–flow models using the format described in Fig. 3.6. For brevity, only the model for 

the case and motor are presented in Figs. 3.13 and 3.14.  

 

Motor. For the motor, there is an electrical energy input of 1.76A, which is well below the 8.6A 

maximum rating of the motor. Output flows from the motor include rotational and thermal 

energy; output signals from the motor have been removed in this figure. Using a Fluke VT04A 

Visual IR Thermometer [72], the temperature of the motor casing was found to be 28°C. From 

the motor specification sheet [67], the rotational speed of the motor was established to be 

10,380 RPM at maximum efficiency, producing 7.9mN ·m of torque. 

 

Case. Input flows to the case are the thermal energies from the switch, wires, and motor. The 

temperature of the case was measured at multiple locations. The hottest temperature recorded 

was 31°C at the barrel of the case where the nozzle, barrel, and case intersected. This number 

was slightly higher than the surface temperature of the motor. Part of this difference could be 

explained by the fact that the system had to be opened (as in Fig. 3.7) to get a temperature 

reading of the motor. Exposing this surface to air could have reduced the temperature reading. 

However, even with a few degree Celsius variation, there is a large amount of excess between 

the allowable operating temperature and the current operating temperature.  
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Air flows into the case at a rate of 800L/min which was reported from the Wagner website [66] 

at the maximum output on the high setting. Human energy is inputted into the system to support 

(hold) the system. The upper limit on these flows is represented by asterisks. It is likely that 

any evolution of the system would not exceed the upper limit for the amount of human energy 

needed to support the system. Rather, the amount of human energy needed would be a tradeoff 

handled by the designer after customer preferences for system weight are determined. For air 

flow, the case does not limit the air flow into the heat gun. The limit is established by the motor 

and fan. The temperature on the outside surface of the case was measured to be a maximum of 

30°C.  

 

There is volumetric excess because the case nests components. This volumetric excess is 

distributed between the barrel section around the motor and in the grip section beneath the 

switch. The barrel has an empty back space for air intake by the fan, a middle section that 

houses the fan and motor, and shelf rings at the front to mount the fan/motor combo as well as 

the end of the nozzle. 

 

While the back space is unoccupied, it is not considered excess because it is necessary for air 

intake. While the full length of the barrel section is occupied by the fan and motor housing, 

there is a ring of unused area surrounding the housing. The outside diameter of the fan and 

motor housing is 4.76 cm, while the inside diameter of the barrel section of the case is 6.03 

cm³, so there is a ring with 68.37 cm³ of excess in the barrel section. Moving down the case, 

the grip section houses the switch and the wires. On both sides of the casing, there are also pins 
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and connectors that attach the sides together, so those areas are not considered excess. 

However, below the switch in Fig. 3.14, there is 16.13 cm³ of volume that could be used. 

 

 

Figure 3.13: Quantified Component-Flow Diagram for Motor 

 

 

 

Figure 3.14: Quantified Component-Flow Diagram for Case 
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Step 4: Create Critical Component-Flow Map 

The analysis conducted in Step 3 was completed for each component. However, to make the 

component–flow map more accessible for the user, the irrelevant flows have to be removed. 

Using the quantified flow information, the following flows were removed from the map for 

each component as shown in Table 3.4. 

 

Table 3.4: Identification of Irrelevant Flows 

Switch: The switch releases a small amount of thermal energy. However, the 

amount of thermal energy released is very difficult to calculate. 

Readings from the visual IR thermometer were that the temperature 

near the switch was around 28°C. This temperature differential would 

be seen by the case, but it was also not the temperature hot point. 

Further, this temperature is well below the threshold of receiving a burn 

in an infinite amount of time (45°C) [73].The auditory and visual 

signals were removed because they were outputs to the environment 

that had no upper bound. Also, the switch required minimum human 

energy, so this flow was removed as human energy would not be a 

limiting factor in future evolutions. 

Power Cord: A small amount of residual heat is created during operation. The 

resistance of the wire is 6.385 Ω per 1000ft. [74] and the cord is 6ft. in 

length. The power created is 3.831 W, and if the device runs for 20min, 

the energy is 4.597 kJ. Assuming that the specific heat of dry air is 

0.716kJ/kg K, the density of air is 1.3 kg/m³, and the insulation is 90% 

efficient, the temperature increase would be 1 K/m³ of dry air. At 

maximum current flow through the cord, this thermal energy would 

never heat the cord beyond its operating temperature or cause a 

significant rise in the surface temperature where it could harm the user. 
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Table 3.4 (Continued) 

 

 

Wires: Wires pass electrical energy between components and, consequentially, 

create a minimal amount of thermal energy. The resistance of the wire 

is 4.016 Ω per 1000 ft. [74] and the wire is 6 in. in length. The power 

created is 0.2 W, and if the device runs for 20 min, the energy is 0.24 

kJ. Assuming that the specific heat of dry air is 0.716 kJ/kg K, the 

density of air is 1.3 kg/ m³, and the insulation is 90% efficient, the 

temperature increase would be 0.025K/m³ of dry air. The thermal 

energy released in comparison to the maximum operating temperatures 

of the other components is very small and does not need to be 

considered further. 

Motor: Status signals for the motor are auditory and visual. These flows are 

eliminated from the excess map because the visual cue does not have an 

upper bound and the noise level of the motor alone is not close to the 

discomfort level of human hearing (more than 100 dB sustained over 

15min [75].The thermal energy output from the motor is small in 

comparison with the maximum operating temperature of nearby 

components and can be removed from the map. 

Fan: Status signals for the motor are auditory and visual. These flows are 

eliminated from the excess map because the visual cue does not have an 

upper bound and the noise level of the fan was measured to be 80 dB on 

the high setting. The plastic fan can spin as fast as needed and move as 

much air and create as much pneumatic energy as the motor allows. All 

flows in and out of the fan can be excluded in the excess mapping 

process. 

Nozzle: The nozzle can handle an amount of air more than any future evolution 

would require. Both pneumatic energy and air (material) can be 

excluded from the excess map. The noise level of out the front of the 

system was measured to be 95 dB at the high setting 

Heating 

Element: 

The speed of the air and amount of air traveling over the heating 

element is controlled by the fan/motor combination and the size of the 

case. 
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Table 3.4 (Continued) 

 

 

Case: The output thermal energy, air material, and signals may be eliminated 

because they are going out to the environment and are not close to the 

upper bound. The case also requires human energy, but this is 

eliminated because future evolutions would not cause the heat gun to be 

too heavy to lift. 

Cover: No flows were eliminated. 

 

Having eliminated irrelevant flows from consideration, the reduced component–flow map with 

critical excesses is presented in Fig. 3.15. 
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Figure 3.15: Critical Component-Flow Map for the Heat Gun 
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3.4     Chapter 3 Conclusions 

The objective of the excess mapping procedure was to introduce an approach by which the 

excesses that exist within a system could be identified, quantified, and used to explore the 

feasibility of proposed system modifications. The previously established approach did not 

create a standalone figure, did not display the maximum operating value of component 

parameters, and was not intuitive. The updated approach presented in Section 3.3 addresses 

these issues and creates an excess map that can be used for future research in evolvability.  

 

The new approach establishes a five-step procedure that leads to the creation of a quantified 

component-flow diagram. Component definition begins with the designer establishing the 

appropriate level of detail that should be considered. The level of component detail considered 

in this step can be driven by the extent to which the system is modular or by the types of 

components that can be purchased from suppliers. A basic component–flow diagram is created 

to identify component interactions and the types of flows that must be quantified. 

Quantification of flows focuses on characterizing the current flow value and the maximum 

value that can be tolerated by the component while maintaining feasible operation. To reduce 

map complexity, noncritical flows can be identified and removed. The resulting component–

flow diagram reveals where excess is present in components so that possible modifications to 

the system can be explored. As shown in the consumer heat gun example, the strength of this 

method is that it offers a designer insight into the governing flow relationships between system 

components and identifies the excess that remains at critical component interfaces. This 
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approach is not intended to provide a detailed analysis similar to that of advanced computer 

simulations. Rather, the identification and quantification of excess are intended to provide a 

designer with insights that can guide the conceptual design process associated with modifying 

a system in response to changing customer requirements.   
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CHAPTER 4 – ASSESSING SYSTEN EVOLUTION CAPABILITY USING 

A STRESS TEST APPROACH 

4.1 Introduction 

A significant challenge of system evolution is understanding where bottlenecks exist in the 

system architecture that may prevent a system from evolving in response to future requirement 

changes. The excess mapping procedure outlined above provides an engineer with information 

about where excess currently exists within a system. Demonstrations of how available excess 

could be consumed to evolve a system have also been shown using this approach for a small 

number of modifications. However, identifying bottlenecks in system architecture requires an 

ability to predict the possible future changes that may be required.  

 

Rather than predicting an accurate set of required future changes, the approach presented in 

this chapter draws motivation from the concept of stress testing and extends it to the excess 

mapping procedure. While the excess map highlights the current state of the system, stress 

testing is necessary to identify architecture bottlenecks that make it difficult to generate 

feasible system evolutions. 

 

4.2 Approach for Conducting a Stress Test with an Excess Map 

Stress testing for software is defined in [76] as “testing with a high background load, to the 

point where one or more, or all resources are simultaneously saturated.” Stress testing is 

intended to cause system failures, thus identifying the maximum capabilities of a system or 
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identifying where there may have been oversights in the coding process. Stress testing using 

an excess map employs similar strategies. Future requirements are introduced to the system, 

and solutions are explored to determine how the system can evolve to meet that new 

requirement. Additional requirements are posed until the system “breaks” by not being able to 

evolve to meet that requirement. This reveals either the maximum limit of a requirement that 

a system can be stressed to, or a component of the system that is not built as robust as needed. 

In software stress testing, the testing continues until no additional bugs are found. In an excess 

approach, this is when either the “breaking point” for each requirement has been found, or the 

future requirements posed become so exaggerated that they are unlikely to be demanded of the 

system. 

 

As noted in [77], a core assumption when designing for system evolvability is that top-level 

functions remain fixed. To provide a more accurate definition, the top-level functions 

described by the verb-noun pairs of functional modeling remain constant even after a system 

is expected to evolve. Simple systems may be reducible to one such function: for a dart gun, 

the function is ‘shoot darts’ [30]. More complex systems will require multiple top-level 

function descriptions: for an aircraft carrier, ‘contain aircraft’, ‘move aircraft’, and ‘defend 

self’ would all be appropriate. A corollary of this assumption is that future needs of a system 

are likely to be related to the present needs; consequently, the excesses that could be applied 

to the current requirements are likely to be useful for future requirements.  
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An inability to evolve corresponds to cases where enough excess does not exist in at least one 

location of the excess map to accommodate a proposed system evolution. An effective stress 

test approach for system evolvability assessment must identify the bottlenecks within the 

current system architecture that prevent future requirements from being met. By completing a 

stress test, this approach helps to address the problem of allocating epistemic excess when 

empirical design experience and ‘rules of thumb’ are unavailable. The number of needs 

considered as part of the stress test approach should scale to the size and complexity of the 

engineered system, and thusly, from the corresponding list of requirements. As an initial 

foundation for this approach, it is suggested that a designer define small, medium and large 

deviations from the current requirement. Customer requirements that were not initially 

explicitly stated may need to be added to provide a more thorough listing of future 

requirements, such as assumed operating environment. 

 

Steps of the approach, shown in Fig. 4.1 are described in the following subsections under the 

assumption that a system excess map has been created per the procedure defined in Chapter 3. 
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Figure 4.1: Stress Test Approach Flowchart 

 

4.2.1 New Requirements Block 

While there exists some strategies to optimize the stress testing procedure [16–18,78], the 

approach taken in this research considers three different future values for each requirement. 

The considered requirement values should represent a small deviation from the current 

requirement value, a medium deviation from the current requirement value and a requirement 

value reflecting a large deviation from the current requirement. If an operating environment is 

not specified, the current operating conditions should become a requirement, and the three 

future requirements should be established as ranges from that baseline. This may include 

conditions such as temperature, air pressure, surrounding medium, moisture, and salinity, as 

appropriate. 
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4.2.2 Proposed Solutions Block 

Following the flow chart in Fig. 4.1, for each posited future requirement, solutions were 

determined based on the original system’s architecture. A solution to each modified 

requirement can come in multiple forms. First, a limiting component from the system that 

throttles potential functionality can be removed, such as a resistor that limits current or a blow-

off valve that limits pressure. Second, a component or subsystem that acts as a 

bottleneck/cannot handle or produce the necessary increase in flow can be replaced.  This 

would encompass components that are already a part of the system, such as replacing a motor 

that cannot produce high enough RPM or replacing a tube of too small a diameter to 

accommodate flow. Finally, additional components or subsystems can be added to yield 

increased performance, such as adding batteries in parallel or adding extra modules for a 

separate functionality. Solutions frequently come in a combination of these forms, and multiple 

solutions sets should be proposed for each future requirement. For a future requirements to be 

realistically met, solutions should be realized by modifying individual components or 

subsystems without changing the system architecture. By dramatically altering a system 

architecture, the process changes from an evolution of a system to a new system with recycled 

parts. There will arise some scenarios where only drastic solutions will suffice and major 

modification to the system architecture is required. These cases indicate future requirements 

that the system is ill-suited to respond to as presently designed. 
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In general, there are three possible outcomes when exploring solutions to meet future 

requirements: 

 All affected components possess enough excess to evolve the system; excess in the 

components are reduced to either a positive or zero value by the solution. 

 One or more affected components have insufficient excess, indicating that for the 

system to evolve, components would have to be upgraded or replaced. 

 Some portion of the system architecture does not support the solution; i.e. the 

signal/mass/energy flows between multiple components cannot be adjusted in 

magnitude to enable the evolution. A result of this type raises important questions 

for the designer. If the posited future requirement is an outlier, highly unlikely to 

actually occur, then the system design is likely acceptable. However, if the posited 

future requirement is known to be a reasonable possibility, this result indicates that 

the design might not be fit for purpose and should be carefully reevaluated. 

 

For requirements that can be satisfied by numerical alterations of an original specification (i.e. 

hold twice as much pressure or require one third the time to cycle) it may be instructive to posit 

degrees of change and see how tolerant the design is to varying degrees of change in future 

requirements. 
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4.2.3 Review Excess Placement 

The stress test procedure provides insight to the severity of change required to meet each future 

requirement.  Some components may emerge as bottlenecks to system evolution because they 

possess no or limited excess, but additional functionality is required of them to meet future 

requirements. Others may appear to so far outstrip other components that their excess is 

superfluous. Such cases may result from oversights in the design process and present an 

opportunity to lower system cost by eliminating some excess, or may be due to the factors 

discussed in Chapter 2 concerning excesses as side effects of other factors. These insights into 

component-level excesses can be used to inform decisions of adding or subtracting excess from 

the system design. 

 

If the system contains enough excess to meet the future requirement, it is a realistic evolution 

of the system. If the system’s entire architecture would require overhaul to meet the future 

requirement, that requirement is not plausible from an evolution of the current system. In 

between these two extremes, system’s will require a varying amount of time, cost, and 

engineering effort to achieve the new requirements. Designers can choose to embed additional 

excess to meet a future requirement, incur the cost at a future time to add or replace components 

in the system, or simply replace the system if the future requirement is unlikely and too far 

outside the scope of the original system. 
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4.3 Case Study of a Dart Gun 

Toy dart guns are frequently evolved by the consumer after purchase, and there is a community 

of dart gun enthusiasts dedicated to modifying these guns in various ways. These modifications 

range from purely aesthetic changes to complete overhauls of the guns’ current capabilities. 

To launch the darts further and increase accuracy, users add BBs to the bullets [25], add straw 

cores to the bullets [31], replace the barrel with tighter fitting and higher quality material [79], 

replace the spring with a stronger one [80], remover air restrictor components [80], and replace 

motors and batteries in mechanical dart guns [81]. In addition to improving the main function 

of “fire dart”, add-ons can also be installed on the system to add functionality, such as adding 

LED lights to use the system in the dark and adding a dart counter for a real-time read out of 

loaded ammo [81]. 

The toy dart gun considered in this work is powered by a hand slide pump, fires darts 

successively from a six-dart barrel, and is discharged by a double-action trigger. To gain a 

better understanding of the dart gun’s working components and the excess embedded in the 

system, an excess map was created following the steps outlined in Chapter 3. This process 

began by disassembling the dart gun shown in Figure 4.2. 
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Figure 4.2: Disassembled Dart Gun 

 

For this dart gun, the following components were identified: body, trigger assembly, slide grip, 

slide pump, flex tube, ratchet shaft, check valve, pressure vessel, air directing seal, and rotary 

barrel. A component-flow model was created as shown in Fig. 4.3. The top line in the figure 

involves the transformation of human input (pumping) into pneumatic energy. The two lines 

beneath that pass the pneumatic energy and air through the gun’s components until they are 

released to the dart by the trigger located in the fourth line. The final line is the body which 

does not pass or received any critical, or limiting, flows. To create an excess map of the system, 

the component parameters associated with each flow must be quantified [77]. This 

characterizes the current relationship between component capability and flow, allowing for the 

appropriate component excesses to be calculated. 
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Figure 4.3: Dart Gun Component-Flow Model 

 

The slide grip, rotary barrel, ratchet shaft, trigger assembly, and body were modeled as ABS 

plastic with a yield strength of 40 MPa, and a Factor of Safety of 2 was assumed. Pertinent 

measurements for components that hold air pressure (the flex tube, slide pump, charge pressure 

vessel, and barrel tube) are given in Table 4.1. These measurements are used to determine the 

maximum pressure a component can hold. 
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Table 4.1: Component Measurements 

 

The compression of gas by the hand slide pump is assumed to be isothermal since it occurs 

over a relatively long period of time, or approximately 1.5 seconds per pump. The expansion 

of gas when the dart is fired is assumed to be adiabatic since it occurs very quickly. 

For isothermal compression and expansion: 

𝑃𝑉 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 (4.1) 

For adiabatic compression and expansion: 

𝑃𝑉𝛾 = 𝐾 = 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡 (4.2) 

 

𝑊𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑐 =
𝐾(𝑉𝑓

1−𝛾
− 𝑉𝑖

1−𝛾
)

1 − 𝛾
 (4.3) 

Where W is work, P is pressure, V is volume, Vf is final volume, Vi is initial volume, and γ is 

the ratio of gas specific heats (1.4 for air). Dart flight distance was measured assuming level 

fire from a height of 1m. Therefore, the time of flight (neglecting drag) for any dart is given as 
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𝑇𝑂𝐹 = √
ℎ

1
2𝑎

 (4.4) 

Using this assumption, the required kinetic energy imparted to a dart can be determined as a 

function of flight distance. When analyzing cylindrical components that function as pressure 

vessels, the hoop stress was considered to be the limiting loading scenario and was calculated 

by Eqn. 4.5, where P is the pressure, r is the mean radius, and t is the thickness. 

𝜎ℎ =
𝑃𝑟

𝑡
 (4.5) 

The final excess map is shown in Figure 4.4 with critical components and flows identified and 

the excess component parameters quantified. This map is referenced throughout the remainder 

of the chapter as part of the stress testing process to determine the feasibility of evolving the 

system to meet future requirements. It can be noted that the limiting component in the 

pneumatic flow line will likely be the air directing seal, as it can only handle a maximum 

pressure of 111 kPa, the least of all the identified pneumatic components. Also, as airs flows 

from the pressure vessel through the air directing seal, there is a loss of pressure from 135 kPa 

to 25 kPa. This loss in the system can be noted as an area for potential improvement in future 

evolutions of the system. Because some flows are eliminated when the map is simplified, the 

trigger assembly and ratchet shaft are not connected to any other components. Therefore, they 

are capable of handling any increase in flow that will result from a future requirement 

evolution. 
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Figure 4.4: Excess Map for Dart Gun 

 

4.4 Stress Test of the Dart Gun 

Based on the dart gun’s beginning architecture, a list of customer needs was created. These 

customer needs were generated to drive the creation of a set of initial requirements that were 

likely established for the product, including quantifiable values associated with the dart gun’s 

performance [82]. Three future requirements were derived from the original specifications. 

These ranges changed depending on the requirement specification type. The future requirement 

for firing heavier darts was posed as 150%, 200%, and 300% of the original weight, while the 

temperature conditions were stressed in ten degree increments. The resulting future 

requirements are shown in Fig 4.5. 
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Figure 4.5: Customer Needs and Derived Future Needs of a Dart Gun 

 

4.4.1 Generate Solutions to Select Future Needs 

From the list of the ten original requirements, thirty future requirements were developed. The 

ranges associated with these future requirements will be used to help uncover potential 

bottlenecks in the system where a component may be lacking in useful excess. For each future 

requirement multiple solution paths are considered. A subset of future requirements are 

discussed in detail in Sections 4.3.2-4.3.7. 
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4.4.2 Fire Darts Farther 

As originally designed, the gun fires darts to a distance of 6m on a single pump. When tested 

with multiple pumps, it was found that five pumps fired the darts farthest to an average distance 

of 12.85m. At higher pressures, the air directing seal acts as a blow off valve. Back solving 

equation 5.3 showed that the air directing seal was capable of delivering a pressure of 111.05 

kPa to the dart. When pumped more than five times, the air directing seal released more air 

than was being brought into the pressure chamber, and the average dart firing distance 

decreased.  The firing distance on the dart gun can be increased up to 12.85m by changing the 

number of pumps before firing without changing any other component on the gun.  

 

For the stress-test analysis, three different evolutions were considered: fire darts 19.28m, 

25.70m, and 38.55m (50%, 100% and 200% increase above the gun’s current maximum, 

respectively). Three approaches to boost the range of the darts were considered: replacing the 

spring in the air directing seal, replacing the hand pump mechanism with a tank of compressed 

gas and a regulator, and adding a small propellant charge to the base of each dart. 

 

Approach 1: 

Energy is delivered to the barrel via the air directing seal assembly, which uses a spring to 

press a flat rubber seal against the base of the rotary barrel. As designed, the spring is relatively 

weak and is able to deliver roughly 111 kPa to the dart. For a dart to reach 19.28m, 25.70m, 

and 38.55m, a pressure of at least 250.5 kPa, 446.9 kPa, and 1002.1 kPa is required 
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respectively. If the air directing seal’s ability to contain compressed air is increased to 446.9 

kPa, no other modifications to the system are required to reach the 19.28m and 25.70m goal 

because all other pneumatic components can handle these pressures as seen in the excess map 

in Figure 4.4. However, a single pump would not be sufficient to build that pressure. Without 

any losses, the gun would have to be pumped three times to reach 19.28m and four times to 

reach 25.70m.    

 

To reach the 38.55m goal, multiple components would have to be replaced. The air directing 

seal and the flex tube would have to be upgraded to withstand the necessary 1002.1 kPa. 

Additionally, the slide grip and slide pump will need to be replaced, as 284.6 N of translational 

energy is necessary to build 1002.1 kPa of pressure in the pressure vessel. The weakest points 

were analyzed as the screws that hold them together, and the screws could be reinforced. 

However, since the excess map identifies the slide grip and pump as individual components - 

they are solid plastic pieces that come from a mold - they should be replaced and treated as a 

module. 

 

Approach 2: 

Consumer paintball guns powered by carbon dioxide tanks demonstrate how a small container 

of pressurized gas connected to a regulator can provide propellant energy. As the energy 

source, the tank and regulator could replace the slide pump assembly within the gun’s handle. 

This would provide sufficient pressure for 19.28m, 25.70m, and 38.55m launch distances 
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without making the user pump the gun multiple times and exert such high forces. As seen in 

the previous approach, the air directing seal would need to be replaced for all three launch 

distance, and the flex tube would need to be replaced for the 38.55m distance to accommodate 

the pneumatic flows through the gun. Given that the orange hand slide would no longer be 

required, its removal would expose openings in the body that could be used to refill the gas 

canister with no further modification. 

Approach 3 

The third approach considered was to add a consumable explosive charge to the barrel along 

with each dart. However, a major obstacle to this strategy quickly became apparent. First, it is 

questionable whether the use of consumable propellant agrees with the customer need of 

reusable ammunition. Second, the darts themselves could become damaged. This solution 

reveals a limitation of the excess mapping method. The excess map in Figure 4.4 is generated 

as a function of customer needs and the system architecture present in embodiment design. 

Therefore, it is a product of the original solution determined by the engineers. As a result, the 

temperature capabilities of the materials are not considered. When the solution approach to a 

potential future need changes from that originally taken in embodiment design, designers must 

be conscious of factors that were not originally included – in this case, the temperature 

sensitivity of darts and system materials. Since the dart is assumed to be supplied as a 

standardized external input to the system’s function, it was not included in Figure 4.4. 
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A cursory search reveals that the burning temperature of black powder is at least 550 °C [83] 

while the melting temperature of polyethylene foam (which the darts are assumed to be made 

of) is 265 °C [84]. Black powder is a relatively elementary explosive; any explosive powerful 

enough to give a significant contribution to the darts’ muzzle velocity would burn the foam 

material, meaning that one of the key customer needs would be invalidated. Therefore, only 

the first two approaches considered to address this need are valid based on the customer needs 

given. 

 

4.4.3 Fire Heavier Darts 

As designed, the dart gun fires standard darts with a mass of approximately 1.5g a distance of 

6m. For the analysis, three different evolutions were considered: fire 2.3g, 3.0g, and 4.5g darts 

the same distance. These masses correlate to 0.20J, 0.27J, and 0.40J of required kinetic energy 

at the muzzle, respectively. Heavier darts are assumed to have no increase in dimensions. 

Firing heavier darts, as in the previous scenario, reduces to a problem of imparting additional 

kinetic energy to the dart. Therefore, two approaches were considered: increasing the air 

directing seal spring’s stiffness and replacing the hand slide pump with a compressed gas tank 

and regulator. 

Approach 1: 

Multiple pumps can produce up to 0.61J of work delivered to the dart, enough to fire all dart 

weights considered. A single pump can produce up to 0.74J of work delivered to a dart, if there 
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are no great pneumatic losses in the system. If the air directing seal’s pressure limit is increased 

to 135 kPa with a stiffer spring, all darts considered can be fired on a single pump. 

 

Approach 2: 

Replacing the air directing seal spring is sufficient for up to an 8g dart to be propelled 6m. 

However, if for any reason an extremely heavy dart were desired, the pressure supplied by a 

compressed gas tank could propel up to a 61.9g dart 6m, limited again by the maximum 

pressure allowed by the flex tube. 

 

4.4.4 Fire Darts in a Vacuum 

The dart gun relies on the availability of air as propellant for the darts. In a vacuum, propellant 

would also have to be supplied. Two approaches were considered: adding a cylinder of 

compressed gas and a regulator and mechanical propulsion.  

Approach 1: 

Given that the darts are assumed to remain inert, the propellant cannot be supplied by the hand 

slide pump as designed. The projectiles are foam and so cannot be moved by alternate 

propulsive means such as electromagnetic fields. Given these considerations, the only available 

solution using gas as a propellant is to replace the hand slide pump with a cylinder of 
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compressed gas and a regulator. The cylinder of compressed gas would be limited to the  

24 mL of space previously occupied by the hand slide pump. Additionally, the spring in the air 

directing seal must be replaced with one that produces a higher cracking pressure. The 

availability of paintball guns of similar size indicates the feasibility of such a solution.  

 

Approach 2: 

Compressed gas is not the only possible means of propelling a dart. Another option is 

mechanical propulsion, as in the case of the flywheel propulsion mechanism used by some dart 

guns. The mechanism requires two opposing flywheels, and the darts be fed individually, 

typically from a box rather than drum magazine. Flywheel propulsion uses electricity to 

operate, meaning that every component in the existing architecture that handles gas flow would 

be discarded. Since the existing advance mechanisms (the trigger/advance assembly and the 

ratchet shaft) are designed for a rotary barrel rather than a box magazine, they would have to 

be replaced as well. Ultimately, for the dart gun architecture to be converted to a mechanical 

propulsion scheme, every internal component and the rotary barrel would have to be discarded, 

and the body would have to be significantly modified. Therefore, the only viable approach of 

the two considered is the first option. 
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4.4.5 Fire Underwater 

This potential need presents the same limitations as the vacuum-firing case above, as the 

surrounding fluid is incompressible. As a result, the immediate solution is the same as for the 

vacuum case: replace the hand slide pump with a compressed gas cylinder and regulator. 

However, the need to fire underwater presents another complication. Water as a flight 

environment produces drag three orders of magnitude greater than air, which cannot be 

neglected. Treating the dart as a flat nosed cylinder and assuming a drag coefficient of 0.8 [85], 

it is functionally impossible for the dart to travel 6m before dropping 1m within Earth’s 

gravitational field. Simulations were run to numerically integrate a dart’s position given initial 

displacement and velocity, and it was found that even giving the dart a muzzle velocity of  

2 km/s was insufficient to propel it beyond a meter. This is due to the relatively large cross 

sectional area to mass ratio, coupled with the immense drag that water exerts. Imparting such 

a massive amount of kinetic energy (3 kJ, which is still insufficient) is clearly impossible for 

the dart gun (as it would require a pressure of 700 MPa, far greater than the capabilities of the 

components denoted in Figure 4.4). Therefore, the only feasible solution is to modify the darts 

so that they are in some way self-propelled. Realistically, such a radical change in application 

would likely not benefit from the existing design, optimized for firing darts in an atmosphere 

with negligible drag. 
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4.4.6 Increase Accuracy 

Before the dart gun was disassembled, it was noted that successive shots fired from the same 

position were not tightly grouped. For 1-4 pumps, darts of the same number of input pumps 

landed within 6m each other. While this is certainly a function of both the gun and the 

individual darts, it is conceivable that a future need for the gun is for it to be made more 

accurate. Historically, two approaches have been used to increase the accuracy of projectiles 

fired from barrels: spin-stabilization provided by rifling and increased barrel length. 

 

Approach 1 

The rifling approach has the benefit of allowing the existing rotary barrel to be modified, thus 

requiring no new components. Consulting the rotary barrel block in the excess map of Figure 

4.4 shows that the rotary barrel as designed has sufficient thickness to contain 5.8 MPa of 

pressure, two orders of magnitude more than the pressure it is exposed to as designed. Half of 

its 1.9mm thickness could be removed while leaving a maximum permissible pressure of 2.9 

MPa. However, this approach might have limited effectiveness for foam darts. This is because 

the foam darts would likely not be sufficiently deformed to mate well to the rifling. While the 

limited frictional interaction could still be enough to make the darts spin, the larger issue is 

that the propellant gas would very likely leak around the darts with a negative effect on the 

dart’s range. Therefore, while possible, rifling the rotary barrel’s chambers would likely not 

yield the desired results. 
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Approach 2 

A benefit of the current system design is that any rotary barrel with the same base flange 

dimensions and chamber number/pattern may be swapped into the dart gun without 

modification to any other components. Therefore, while lengthening the rotary barrel’s 

chambers requires a new rotary barrel, no other components would be affected. The barrel 

modification would add weight to the system, but it would not make the gun too heavy to hold.  

In principle, the longer a barrel is, the more accurate the projectile becomes. Additionally, the 

energy transfer from the charge pressure vessel to the dart is more complete with a longer 

barrel as shown in Equation 4.3, due to the larger final volume. However, the work done by 

friction on the projectile is also increased, and the air in the charge pressure vessel can only be 

expanded so much before a negative pressure gradient is created relative to the atmosphere. 

Therefore, experimental testing would need to be done with varying length barrels to determine 

the optimal length. Regardless of the final length selected, this approach would work to 

increase accuracy and, to a lesser extent, range. 

 

4.4.7 Hold More Darts 

The dart gun as designed holds six darts in its rotary barrel. For this analysis, three evolutions 

were considered: holding 8, 12, and more than 12 darts. Two approaches were considered: 

enlarging the rotary barrel and switching to a box magazine. 
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Approach 1:  

The most direct solution to this need is to redesign the rotary barrel to accommodate more 

darts. Examining the radius of the dart chamber pattern reveals that a redesigned barrel could 

be created that holds 8 darts. The ratchet shaft would also have to be replaced, since it is keyed 

to a particular number of darts by its number of positive stops. For 12 darts to be 

accommodated, the barrel, body, and ratchet shaft would have to be redesigned. This would be 

non-trivial, since the body would have to be redesigned to diameter of the dart chamber pattern, 

which entails repositioning the charge pressure vessel and floating pressure seal with respect 

to the barrel’s axis of rotation. In principle, this could be done for an indefinite number of darts. 

However, it is worth noting that the area and volume of the barrel are a function of the square 

of the dart chamber pattern diameter, while the number of darts is directly proportional to its 

diameter. This means that building a bigger barrel is a spatially inefficient strategy to increase 

the number of darts held by the gun beyond small increases. 

Approach 2:  

A box magazine can hold any number of darts, limited only by the practicality of its resulting 

size. Eight, twelve, or twenty darts could be held by such a magazine with the only difference 

between the capacities being its resulting length. However, the question at hand is whether the 

dart gun can be modified with a reasonable amount of effort to accept a box magazine rather 

than a rotary barrel. Consulting the layout of the dart gun as shown in Figure 4.2, it becomes 

apparent that such a redesign could be performed by removing the barrel, modifying the case 

to accept a box magazine horizontally, aligned with the floating pressure seal, and building an 
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additional assembly to fit between the existing ratchet advance shaft and box magazine that 

translates the rotary motion of the ratchet advance shaft to a linear motion of the box magazine. 

While a non-trivial modification, it could be done and would easily allow a doubling, perhaps 

tripling of the number of darts held. 

 

4.5    Significance of Stress Test Study 

The stress test method of analyzing a system provides engineers additional insight to their 

system. It reveals what potential evolutions are feasible and at what cost. While the excess map 

shows areas of systems that could be leveraged to meet future requirements, the stress test 

approach uses the more common logical path of posing a desired evolution and then looking 

at a system to determine feasibility. 

 

Figure 4.6 below shows how many times each component needed to be altered or replaced by 

the proposed modifications in section 4.3.2-4.3.7. This figure reveals potential weaknesses or 

overdesigns in the system. However, it is important to note that while a component may be a 

limiting factor in multiple future evolutions, the modifications required of it may be 

contradictory. For example, the rotary barrel was the most affected component in the stress test 

sampling. However, a solution to increase accuracy included a longer rotary barrel, while a 

solution to hold more darts with a magazine included removing the barrel altogether. 

Therefore, modifying the rotary barrel would not be advantageous until a future requirement 

presents itself. The air directing seal was also highly affected, but all modifications involved a 
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stiffer spring that would increase the air pressure that the component could withstand. This 

stress testing exercise now opens new opportunities for the designers. They can sell a separate 

spring as an add-on to achieve these new requirements, they can sell a separate version of the 

gun with this spring while using all similar parts from their manufacturing line and sell it at a 

premium price, or they could simply improve their existing product and advertise the increased 

performance. Stress-testing was able to pinpoint the system’s severe performance bottleneck 

that would not have otherwise been known. 

 

 

Figure 4.6: Affected Components of Nerf Gun from Stress Test Sampling 
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4.5.1 Potentially Inadequate Excess 

As previously established from the excess mapping process, the dart gun contains excess in a 

multitude of areas. To use some of this excess and meet many of the proposed future 

requirements, the spring in the air directing seal could be replaced with one that can hold 135 

kPa of air without any losses. This would allow the gun to use all of the pressure generated by 

a single pump, and therefore to fire up to 14m on a single pump without any other 

modifications. Springs with higher compression rates could also be considered, but embedding 

this excess would allow the gun to function to its full potential. Another change that could be 

made in the design phase is to increase the volume available to the tube of the slide pump. This 

could be done by lengthening the section of the body allocated to the hand slide pump, or by 

expanding its cross-sectional area. Embedding this excess would allow for a higher charge 

pressure from a single pump if the hand slide pump were later replaced with a larger version.  

 

These are the areas that adding epistemic excess should be considered by the designers. 

Whether or not these recommendations are actionable depends on how likely the designer finds 

the realization of the particular future requirement scenarios that drove them. This knowledge 

might come from various sources, such as past experience with similar products, knowledge 

of aftermarket modification by customers, or by feedback obtained directly from customers. 
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4.5.2 Potentially Superfluous Excess 

While excess is generally a good thing when discussing future evolutions of a system, it can 

be expensive and unnecessary to place in a system. Additional excess always comes with trade-

offs in the design process: monetary, weight, or otherwise. The stress testing process not only 

shows where inadequate excess is within a system; it can also show designers where 

superfluous excess exists that would not be used in any future potential evolution. Knowing 

that too much excess exists can allow designers to trim down some of the fat in their system, 

potentially saving on cost, weight, or other affected factors.  

 

For the dart gun example, the pressure vessels present in the design – the slide pump, charge 

pressure vessel, and the chambers of the rotary barrel – all possess excess an order of 

magnitude greater than what is required of them. Initially, it might appear that these are 

inefficient design choices that might benefit from paring back the available excess in these 

components. In context, the check valve assembly limits the system pressure to about 0.5 MPa 

while the flex tubing can tolerate 1 MPa, but the slide pump can contain 3.4 MPa safely and is 

the weakest pressure vessel. However, it is likely that the presence of these excesses are side 

effects of other factors. Considering that the plastic is not particularly thick, it is likely that 

manufacturability considerations were the primary driver behind the wall thicknesses. Further, 

the fact that ABS plastic is an inexpensive material to manufacture from means that any savings 

by removing some of the excess would be minimal at best. Therefore, it is likely best to leave 

the design of the pressure vessels as-is because doing so incurs little if any value penalty. 
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4.6 Conclusions 

The stress test approach presented in this chapter is shown to aid the process of judging the 

fitness of a design for potential future requirements. An excess map is first generated for the 

system that distills the system to its inter-component interactions critical to satisfying the 

customer needs-driven requirements list. These interactions are in terms of energy, mass, and 

signal flows or geometric and structural parameters. The excess map allows designers to 

rapidly determine the extent of system changes that a particular evolution will require. Future 

need scenarios are posited based on the system’s requirement list. Evolutions to satisfy each 

future requirement are found, using multiple paths if possible for each future requirement to 

increase the insight into the system. Generally, each evolution requires either modification or 

replacement of some component(s) in the system architecture. The extent of the changes 

depend on the excesses present within the components, which can be quickly referenced by 

use of the excess map. Shortcomings that are identified in the available excess can then be used 

to direct where epistemic excess is embedded within the system. Further, potentially 

superfluous excess can be identified which offers the opportunity to improve system value. 

Beyond showing where excesses can be added to or removed from a system, the stress test 

approach aids in validating the system for future customer requirements, ensuring value for 

system stakeholders. The example presented in this chapter is a relatively simple system; 

however, it has been shown to be frequently evolved by consumers to meet their individual 

requirement, and is therefore a relevant example worthy of examination.
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CHAPTER 5 – Architecture Selection Guided by Tilstra’s Guidelines for Product 

Flexibility 

 

 

5.1 Guidelines for Product Flexibility 

The Guidelines for Product Flexibility for Future Evolution were originally introduced in 2007 

ASME by Keese et al [50], and later expounded on in 2013 by Tilstra et al. [51]. The principles 

were the result of two merged studies: a patent study of flexible products and a study of 

consumer products analyzed with a product flexibility matrix. These empirically-derived 

principles were created to guide the design process towards a more flexible, and thus evolvable, 

system. These 24 guidelines are organized into five approach categories: modularity approach, 

parts reduction approach, spatial approach, interface decoupling approach, and adjustability 

approach. The full set of guidelines are shown in Table 5.1. 

 

These guidelines were demonstrated with various products that clearly demonstrate each point, 

and then used to guide the design of a guitar string changer. However, the full list of guidelines 

was not used to compare multiple systems of varying architectures. The case study presented 

in this chapter answers the following questions related to the guidelines.  

 When faced with multiple architectural options, how do these guidelines aid 

selection?  

 When do the guidelines ever contradict each other?  

 And, what is the relationship between the number of guidelines followed and the 

relative evolvability of a product in comparison to a counterpart? 
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Table 5.1: Guidelines for Product Flexibility [24] 

 

 

5.2 Research Methodology 

To better understand and test the Guidelines for Product Flexibility for Future Evolutions, a 

system comparison was conducted. This comparison used systems that accomplish the same 

base functions with different architectures to compare how closely they follow the proposed 

guidelines. Because there is no way to definitively say if these products will evolve in the 

future, potential future evolution paths will be identified and historical data will be used to 
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determine if these guidelines lead to a more evolvable base system architecture. The steps of 

this product comparison are outlined below. 

 

Step 1. Select systems that accomplish the same base function with different 

methodologies. 

The base function of the system is the two word phrase that defines what the system does. This 

could be something like “transport passengers”, “provide light”, or “cut grass”. The systems 

selected will be of similar scale and price range, such as a lamp and oil lantern as opposed to 

a match and stadium lighting. While a match and stadium lighting both perform the same 

function of “provide light”, they do not make for an adequate comparison, as both would not 

be in discussion for the same design task. The differences in the systems must extend beyond 

brand and minor component design to the way it accomplishes the task. The greater system 

differences allows a greater breath of understanding of how these principles would apply to 

greatly varying systems.  

 

Step 2. Acquire the systems. 

Product acquisition allows the opportunity to fully understanding the systems. The systems 

will be dissected n following steps for an even greater understanding [3,26]. 

 

Step 3. Generate a list of customer attributes from current operating capabilities 

of the system. 
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The customer attributes can be realized from the manufacturers’ specifications of the product. 

These include system performance, additional functionalities, and operating conditions. 

 

Step 4. Compare the list of attributes to identify possible future evolutionary 

paths. 

These varying features can provide insight to what a future evolution of these systems might 

be. Currently, a consumer must choose between tradeoffs of these carrying features when 

purchasing a product. A company may decide to encompass some of the additional features to 

make their system more competitive in the marketplace. Possible future evolution paths can be 

identified as bringing all systems’ capabilities and functions up to the current best of the 

collection of customer attributes. By identifying possible future evolution paths, the systems 

can be judged on their potential to meet them. 

 

Step 5. Decompose the systems into components while recording their 

configuration and spacing. 

Decomposing the systems reveals interfaces between components as well as internal packaging 

and configurations. These properties, as well as the functionality of modules, is critical in 

determining if a system does or does not follow a guideline. Components will be tabulated, 

and internal configurations will be photographed. 

 

Step 6. Create a DSM and function flow map for each system. 
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These product decomposition tools show which components affect each other and how flows 

are passed within the system [34,42]. While these are not directly needed for any specific 

guideline, they are useful in understanding component relationships that will aid in determining 

if a guideline is or is not followed. 

 

Step 7. Characterize how each of these systems relates to the guidelines. 

For each system, the full list of guidelines will be compared to its current configuration. If a 

guideline is definitively followed or defied, it will be noted. For guidelines that could be argued 

either way or that are completely non-applicable, it will be passed over. Since this is a set of 

guiding principles and not rules, it is assumed that not every guideline will be applicable, 

useful, or definable for every system. 

 

Step 8. Analyze the defied guidelines. Determine possible system improvements. 

Each violated guideline for a system will be analyzed. Determine what, if any, improvements 

could be made to the system to follow the guideline, or if the guideline would not aid the 

system’s evolvability in that case and why. 

 

Step 9. Rank systems based on number of guidelines followed or not followed. 

If a clear ranking appears, rank the systems. A clear ranking would be the systems with the 

most number of guidelines followed also break the least number of guidelines, and this pattern 

continued with the second and third most followed/least violated. 
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Step 10. Assess whether these guidelines make a more evolvable system using 

possible future evolutions and historical data if appropriate. 

Ease of reaching a possible future evolution can be determined by excess embedded in the 

system, in either component capabilities or space to add additional modules. Historical data 

can come in the form of previous generations of a product or an extended product line based 

off the original architecture. 

 

5.3 Ball Launcher Case Study 

This section follows the established steps 1-10 to answer the questions posed at the end of 

Section 5.1. 

 

Steps 1-2.   Select systems that accomplish the same base function with different 

methodologies. 

For the case study, three automatic ball launchers were selected. All three systems are designed 

for dogs to play fetch without human intervention. The three systems analyzed are the iFetch 

Too (Fig. 5.1) [87], the PetSafe Ball Launcher (Fig. 5.2) [88], and the GoDogGo G4 Launcher 

(Fig. 5.3) [89]. These systems are similar in price, $199.99, $149.99, and $199.99 respectively, 

and perform the same top level function: “launch ball”. They are also similar in scale, as they 

launch regulation sized tennis balls and are made to be relatively portable. However, they use 

different internal architectures to accomplish this task which makes them ideal for a case study. 

Two use potential spring energy to drive a kicker that hits the ball: one vertically mounted with 
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360° of movement, and one horizontally mounted without full circular movement. The third 

uses oppositely spinning wheels that the ball is squeezed through to gain momentum. These 

systems were broken down to further study and understand their internal workings. 

 

Figure 5.1: iFetch Too Ball Launcher 

 

 

Figure 5.2: PetSafe Ball Launcher 
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Figure 5.3: GoDogGo G4 Ball Launcher 

 

Step 3.   Generate a list of customer attributes from current operating capabilities of the 

system. 

Based on manufacturers’ specifications for the systems, a list of customer requirements were 

created and are shown in Table 5.2. These requirements encompass the specifications 

surrounding the function “launch ball” as well as additional features of the systems like 

adjustable launch angles and distances. 
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Step 4.   Compare the list of attributes to identify possible future evolutionary paths. 

While these three systems perform the same function, they boast a few different features. Based 

on the created list of customer requirements, the features that the systems did not share were 

extrapolated and tabulated. These dissimilar system traits are shown in Figure 5.4. Each feature 

that the system does not currently have, represents a possible future evolution path because it 

was deemed valuable enough to customers for another company to include in their systems. 

 

Table 5.2: Customer Attributes for the Three Launchers 

iFetch PetSafe GoDogGo 

 Must be able to operate 

without a cord 

(rechargeable battery) 

 Must launch ball at 10, 

25, and 40 feet on set 

settings with the option 

for a variable, random 

distance 

 Must launch standard 

size tennis balls 

 Must be small enough to 

be portable 

 Must be reliable 

 Must have all moving 

mechanisms internal to 

the machine as to not 

injure a dog 

 

 Must be able to operate 

with or without a cord 

(plug in option or 6 ‘D’ 

cell batteries) 

 Must launch ball 

between 8-30 feet 

 Must have 9 different 

distance settings 

 Must have 6 angle 

settings 

 Must launch different 

ball sizes and textures 

 Mandatory 15 minute 

rest breaks 

 Must have safety 

motion sensor in front 

to insure no damage to 

dogs/people 

 

 Must operate with or 

without a cord (6 ‘D’ 

cell batteries) 

 Must be able to launch 

between 9’ and 45’ 

based on machine 

setting (3 settings) and 

ball type 

 Must launch different 

ball sizes and textures 

 Must launch 

automatically on time 

intervals or by remote 

control 

 Must not activate 

kicker/launcher 

mechanism without ball 

in chute 

 Must be small enough to 

be portable 
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Table 5.2 (Continued) 

 

 Must have large catch 

basin that is low enough 

for most dog breeds to 

reach 

 

 Must be small enough 

to be portable 

 Must be reliable 

 Must have all moving 

mechanisms internal to 

the machine as to not 

injure a dog 

 Must have large catch 

basin that is low 

enough for most dog 

breeds to reach 

 Must be reliable 

 Must have all moving 

mechanisms internal to 

the machine as to not 

injure a dog 

 Must have large catch 

basin that is low enough 

for most dog breeds to 

reach 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5.4: Varying Features Among Three Ball Launch Systems 

 

 

iFetch PetSafe GoDogGo

Rechargeable batteries x

Safety sensor in front of the machine x

Mandatory rest periods x

Can launch different size balls x x

Random distance mode x

Holds multiple balls x

Can change time delay on launch x

Additional remote control operation x

Carrying handle x x

Ability to change launch angle x
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It is important to note here that a system that can already reach an operating criterion cannot 

be considered evolvable by meeting this same criterion at a future state. For example, the iFetch 

system operates by a rechargeable battery, while the PetSafe and GoDogGo must be tethered 

to the wall or have 6 D cell batteries added to operate. The PetSafe and GoDogGo could evolve 

to run off rechargeable batteries and be considered evolvable in this sense, but the iFetch would 

not because it already started in this more desirable operating state. For this reason, Design for 

Evolvability cannot be a sole objective when designing a system. Other design objectives, such 

as Design for Manufacturability or Design for Sustainability, are not considered in this case 

study. The most evolvable systems would have limited features with the ability to achieve them 

later and not what a consumer would want. Therefore, evolvability must be a compromise with 

other design objectives that bring value to a system. 

 

Step 5.   Decompose the systems into components while recording their configuration and 

spacing. 

The systems were dissected into their components. Because these are relatively small systems, 

most components could be listed individually. However, a module that would be replaced as a 

whole on future evolutions is considered a single component. An example of this is the motors 

that drive the systems. The motor has additional, individual components that comprises it, but 

if higher RPM or torque is required, a user or manufacturer would likely use a larger stock 

motor than altering the existing one. The created component lists for the systems are shown in 

Table 5.3. 
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Table 5.3: Ball Launcher Components 

iFetch PetSafe GoDogGo 

 Case 

 Ball Channel 

 Wires 

 2 Motors 

 2 Wheels 

 Battery 

 Circuit Board 

 Power/Distance Switch 

 Safety Limiter Switch 

 Ball Pressure Sensor 

 Ball Release Lever 

 Case 

 Ball Channel 

 Circuit Board 

 Wires 

 Kicker 

 Spring 

 Motor 

 Angle Board 

 Distance Knob 

 Angle Knob 

 Angle Rack 

 Distance Rack and 

Release Column 

 Release Lever 

 Locking Gear 

 Power Source (Batteries/ 

Wall Plug) 

 Power Switch 

 Safety Sensor 

 Speaker 

 Ball Sensor 

 Bucket 

 Case 

 Ball Pressure Sensor 

 Wires 

 Power Switch 

 Power Source (Batteries/ 

Wall Plug) 

 Circuit Board 

 Motor 

 Spring 

 Kicker 

 

 

The iFetch propels the ball by two oppositely spinning wheels driven by two motors. The 

human operator controls the system from a single button and slider in the back. The button is 

compressed once to turn the system on its low setting, a second time for the mid-range, a third 

time for the high setting, a fourth time for a different random launch distance with each ball, 

and a fifth time to turn off. The slider can put the system in a safer “indoor” mode that prevents 

the system from going above its low setting. The canine operator drops the ball in the opening 

in the top of the system. A pressure switch activates if the system is on, accelerates the wheels, 
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and drops the ball through the chute to fly out the front opening. The system is powered by a 

rechargeable battery or wall plug. All control systems are purely electrical, and the internal 

operating components of this system are contained in close-fitting plastic. The internal layout 

of the system can be seen in Fig. 5.5. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.5: Internal Components of iFetch Too 
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The PetSafe ball launcher uses a motor to pull a spring and kicker backwards on a horizontal 

tilted plate. The spring will go back until the release lever is reached, and the kicker will fly 

forward from the force in the spring, hitting the ball, and propelling it out of the front. The 

human operator can set the machine at nine distant settings and six angle settings by turning 

two knobs on the exterior of the system. The knobs are connected to gears that drive internal 

racks. The distance setting changes the location of the release lever, consequently making the 

spring stretch different lengths. The angle setting changes the angle of the plate that the ball 

and components sit on. The system is turned on and off by a power switch. The canine operator 

drops the ball in the top opening of the machine. Once the ball is sitting in the firing chamber, 

it activates the beam break sensor telling the motor to start pulling the spring. However, the 

PetSafe launcher has a built in safety feature that will not launch the ball if it senses motion up 

to 7 feet in front of the system to prevent injuries to humans and dogs. It also has a programmed 

in 15-minute interval rest feature to keep dogs from overexertion. The system is powered by 

either 6 D cell batteries or a wall plug. Control systems are a mix of mechanical and electrical, 

and the internal components are mounted either openly to the angle board or to the case itself 

without any tight fitting coverings. The internal layout of the system can be seen in Fig 5.6. 
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Figure 5.6: Internal Components of PetSafe Launcher 

 

The GoDogGo G4 also uses a motor to pull a kicker straight up against a spring, and the kicker 

releases when it passes vertical and is pulled down by the spring. The kicker follows a full 

circular path and hits the ball out of the front holding ramp. The human operator changes 

launch distance by manually stretching the spring into different holding slots at the bottom of 

the system. The system can hold multiple balls at once, and the human user can change time 

between launches by either a button on the rear of the machine or a handheld remote. This 

button and remote can also put the system in auto-launch mode. The canine operator would 

put the ball in the top bucket, and the ball would follow the ramp down into the firing chamber. 

The ball depresses a pressure switch telling the motor to begin pulling the spring and fires the 
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ball. The system is powered by either 6 D cell batteries or a wall plug. Control systems are a 

mix of mechanical and electrical, and the internal components are mounted to the base without 

and coverings. The internal layout of the system can be seen in Fig 5.7. 

 

 

 

Figure 5.7: Internal Components of GoDogGo G4 

 

Step 6.   Create a DSM and function flow map for each system. 

Since many of the guidelines are based on system modules, part numbers, and interfaces, 

DSMs were created for each system to show part interactions. Additionally, functional 

diagrams were created of these systems to show how energy, materials, and signals were 
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passed through components. In future evolutions, a single component may need to be changed 

to meet a new need. These two diagrams for each system can show how this will affect other 

components in the system, and how that might prevent a system from easily evolving.  

 

In all three systems, the circuit board acts as the central hub of functionalities, sending signals 

to different components during operation. The two spring driven systems, the PetSafe and 

GoDogGo, also share similarities in the motor to spring and kicker portion of the functional 

diagram because these diagrams do not model component orientation. These diagrams helped 

determine feasibility of future evolutions in step 8 by showing what flows must interface with 

each component. If changing a component prevents it from accepting or passing a vital flow, 

additional components must be added or changed to accommodate it. The DSMs are shown in 

Appendix B, and the functional diagrams are elaborated in Chapter 6.  

 

Step 7.   Characterize how each system relates to the guidelines. 

Using the component lists, component layouts, DSMs, and functional models, each launcher 

system was examined against the 24 empirically derived principles for product flexibility. The 

guidelines that the systems followed are shown in Table 4 and the guidelines that the systems 

did not follow are shown in Table 5.4. 
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Table 5.4: Guidelines Followed in Ball Launch Systems 

System Guideline 

All Systems 

7- Sharing functions in a module or part if the functions are closely related 

10- Providing free interfaces and expansive, unobstructed surfaces for new 

interfaces 

20- Using a framework for mounting multiple modules 

24- Providing the capability for excess energy storage or importation 

iFetch 

3- Confining functions to as few unique components as possible 

8- Using duplicate parts as much as possible without raising part count 

16- Reducing the number of contact points between modules 

17- Simplifying the geometry of modular interfaces 

PetSafe 8- Using duplicate parts as much as possible without raising part count 

GoDogGo 

3- Confining functions to as few unique components as possible 

9- Creating room on the exterior surfaces of the device, around interior 

modules, and around those parts which are designed to interface with humans 

13- Reducing nesting of parts and modules 

16- Reducing the number of contact points between modules 

17- Simplifying the geometry of modular interfaces 

19- Creating detachable modules 

 

Guidelines Followed by All Systems 

The three systems share some similarities in following guidelines that would aid them in future 

evolutions. First, all three have a circuit board that acts as the central hub for all control 

processes. This single module controls multiple, closely related functions (guideline 7). They 

also all have additional unobstructed spaces to potentially add components later (guideline 10). 
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This includes the entire outer surface of the systems’ cases and empty space within. A designer 

could add modules for additional functionality with minimal concern about space availability. 

The hollow outer cases create a framework to mount all modules (guideline 20). This reduces 

the need to create packaging for any current or future components, as well as makes these 

components easier to access once inside the framework. Finally, all systems contain some form 

of excess energy storage or importation (guideline 24). Research by Tackett previously 

identified excess as a key to evolvability of engineered systems [13]. In the PetSafe and 

GoDogGo systems, this excess energy is contained in the spring that drives the kicker. The 

springs can be stretched further, giving the system a greater output. In the same manner, the 

iFetch motor is not operating at maximum potential. By increasing the operating RPM of the 

motor, this system would also deliver a greater output of speed and distance a tennis ball is 

launched. 

 

Guidelines Followed by iFetch 

The components of the iFetch all accomplish a single task, and all functions of the system are 

generally constrained to one or very few modules (guideline 3). The ball is held in a single 

chute, the battery supplies power, the motor drives the wheels, and the wheels launch the ball. 

No function is distributed among multiple superfluous parts. The system also uses twin wheels 

and motors to launch the ball. The duplicate parts can be manufactured on the same line, and 

the parts can be redesigned together if they need to be upgraded (guideline 8). The modules in 

the system are only connected at single vital points to transfer energies/flows (guideline 16). 

These interfaces are simple electrical (soldering) or mechanical connections (guideline 17). If 
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a component needs to be upgraded, it will then be more likely that the new piece can interface 

with the system and help prevent cascading changes being needed. 

 

Guidelines Followed by PetSafe 

The PetSafe launcher has two modes of launch adjustment: angle and distance. These manual 

control modules are made of the same gears, internal rods, and springs. These duplicate parts 

offer the same benefits as described for the iFetch (guideline 8).  

 

Guidelines Followed by GoDogGo 

The GoDogGo launcher boasts the least number of components, and functions are 

accomplished by as few components as possible (guideline 3). All internal components are 

mounted to the inside base without any additional casing. This free volume of space around 

each part allows changes to be made with less concern about spatial constraints (guideline 9). 

The pieces are also not nested in each other (guideline 13), with as few contact points as 

necessary to operate (guideline 16). The interactions between parts are also simple mechanical 

or electrical connections that could work with upgraded versions of those components 

(guideline 17). Most components are also made to be replaced if they wear out. GoDogGo Inc. 

sells the spring, kicker, and ball sensor separately for system repairs. These parts can all be 

detached from the system, as well as the bucket on top to accommodate shorter dogs (guideline 

19). The ease of access to these pieces, as well as their ability to be removed and replaced, 

allows for simple system evolution by changing these components. 
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Table 5.5: Guidelines Not Followed in Ball Launch Systems 

System Guideline 

All Systems 21- Using compliant materials 

iFetch 

9- Creating room on the exterior surfaces of the device, around interior 

modules, and around those parts which are designed to interface with humans 

13- Reducing nesting of parts and modules 

19- Creating detachable modules 

PetSafe 

3- Confining functions to as few unique components as possible 

9- Creating room on the exterior surfaces of the device, around interior 

modules, and around those parts which are designed to interface with humans 

13- Reducing nesting of parts and modules 

16- Reducing the number of contact points between modules 

17- Simplifying the geometry of modular interfaces 

19- Creating detachable modules 

GoDogGo 8- Using duplicate parts as much as possible without raising part count 

 

Guidelines Not Followed by All Systems 

The three systems use rigid components and packaging (guideline 21). These materials cannot 

adapt the way compliant materials do in future evolutions. However, all systems also use a 

framework to mount the modules (guideline 20) that makes the need for compliant materials 

less necessary, as the parts are not being fit into tight spaces, but mechanically mounted to the 

case. 
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Guidelines Not Followed by iFetch 

The motors and wheels that launch the ball in the iFetch are incased in tight fitting plastic 

housing. This configuration makes it more difficult to change those components in the future, 

as a new design might not fit in the available space (guidelines 9 and 13). Additionally, these 

components are not easily detachable from the system (guideline 19). The battery is the only 

component that could be easily taken out, as it is secured in its slot with Velcro. However, the 

battery also sits in a form fitting plastic packaging that will prevent any battery evolution if a 

new battery would require a different footprint.  

 

Guidelines Not Followed by PetSafe 

The PetSafe launcher fails many of the guidelines based on its many components and their 

close proximity. Functions that require a single part in the other two systems require multiple 

parts in the PetSafe (guideline 3). Due to the close fittings of the gears and other moving 

mechanical components, there is not a lot of spare space surrounding these components for 

future evolutions (guideline 9). Some parts, like the knob and gear mechanisms and locking 

gear and kicker are nested together (guideline 13). The configuration of all the mechanical 

components on top of the angle board requires many contact points among components 

(guideline 16) and more complex geometric interfaces (guideline 17). The system is also not 

meant to be taken apart, and the modules are not easily detachable from each other or the case 

(guideline 19). 
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Guidelines Not Followed by GoDogGo 

The GoDogGo launcher does not use any duplicate parts (guideline 8). 

 

Step 8-9.   Analyze the defied guidelines. Determine possible system improvements. Rank 

Systems based on number of guidelines followed or not followed. 

The three ball launch systems can be ranked based on how many guidelines they follow or 

defy. 

 

#1 – GoDogGo 

The GoDogGo follows the most guidelines (10) and defies the least (2). This is attributed 

largely to the fact that the system uses as few components as necessary, packages them with 

little interference to each other, and connects components when necessary with simple 

interfaces. The two guidelines it does not follow is using compliant materials and using 

duplicate parts. However, these guidelines are not entirely applicable to the system. The 

compliant materials aid future evolution by molding to the available space. The large, empty 

framework of the case means components do not have to fit snugly within it, but simply be 

mounted to the wall. The system also uses so few parts that duplicate parts would be redundant 

and unnecessary. 

 

#2- iFetch 

The iFetch follows the second most guidelines (8) and defies the second least (4). The system 

has a low part count and simple interfaces between components. The iFetch is ranked second 
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largely due to the motor casings. These close fitting plastic pieces will prevent future 

evolutions of the motor to fit in those spaces. The plastic casings could be made larger or even 

changed to a design that does not fully encapsulate them. Additionally, the pieces of the system 

are not easily detachable. By changing some of the mounting components to easier to access 

screws, Velcro, or other removable attachments, the system would be considered more 

evolvable. 

 

#3- PetSafe 

The PetSafe follows the least guidelines (5) and defies the most (7). This can be mainly 

attributed to the relatively long parts list and the close fitting configuration of internal 

components. The system could eliminate some of the parts and simplify the geometric 

connections by changing the angle and distance control mechanisms. Currently the angle board 

mounts all the launch components and requires multiple components to change angles. This 

could be altered by simply changing the exit ramp angle instead of the internal components. 

The geometry would be simplified, and many components could be eliminated. Additionally, 

the gear and rack system could be changed to a simpler notched configuration or an electric 

control system, decreasing part count and embedding additional excess. The gear and rack 

system could also be changed in the distance settings to a manual slider of the release point or 

an electric control system. This would also decrease part count, simplify interfaces, and 

potentially be easier for a consumer to use. By changing the two control settings, there will be 

room internally because the angle board will no longer be necessary. Then, there will be excess 
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room around parts, an improved framework for mounting components, and fewer contact 

points between modules.   

 

Step 10.   Determine if these guidelines make a more evolvable system using possible 

future evolutions and historical data if appropriate. 

By comparing the features of the current systems from Fig. 5.4, possible future evolutionary 

paths can be identified for the launchers. The feasibility of these evolutions can be predicted 

based on the related guidelines. The features considered as future evolutions for each system 

are shown in Table 5.6. 

 

Table 5.6: Possible Future Evolutionary Paths for Launch Systems 

GoDogGo iFetch PetSafe 

1.  Change power system to 

rechargeable battery 

2.  Addition of safety sensor 

3.  Mandatory rest periods 

4.  Random distance mode 

5.  Carrying handle 

6.  Variable launch angle 

1. Addition of safety sensor 

2. Mandatory rest periods 

3. Ability to launch different 

sized balls 

4. Ability to hold multiple 

balls 

5. Time delay launch option 

6. Remote control operation 

7. Variable launch angle 

1. Change power system to 

rechargeable battery 

2. Random distance mode 

3. Ability to hold multiple 

balls 

4. Time delay launch option 

5. Remote Control Operation 
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Based on the functionalities that are missing from the current GoDogGo system, possible 

evolutions include a rechargeable battery, a safety sensor, mandatory rest periods, a random 

distant mode, a carrying handle, and the ability to change launch angle. The GoDogGo follows 

guideline 7, sharing functions in a module or part if the functions are closely related, with its 

control system in the circuit board. Because of this, new control modes can be easily realized, 

such as mandatory rest periods. The unimpeded space on the exterior of the system and around 

components, as specified by guidelines 9 and 10, allow for additional modules to be attached 

or select parts to be upgraded. This would allow the system to incorporate a rechargeable 

battery, a carrying handle, a safety sensor, and a variable launch angle. The launch distance of 

the system is set by manually stretching the spring into a notch. While the spatial guidelines 

may allow this spring to stretch farther to achieve a greater launch distance, there is not an easy 

path to achieve a random launch angle. Of the GoDogGo’s 6 proposed evolutions, the 

guidelines lend the system to achieve 5 of them. 

 

Proposed future evolutions for the iFetch include a safety sensor, mandatory rest periods, the 

ability to launch different sized balls, the ability to hold multiple balls, the option to time delay 

ball launch, remote control operation, and the ability to change launch angle. The iFetch also 

follows guideline 7, sharing functions in a module or part if the functions are closely related, 

with its control system in the circuit board. Because of this, the iFetch can be programmed for 

mandatory rest periods, the option to time delay ball launch, and accept remote control 

operation. The external free space built into the system from guideline 10 allows additional 

modules to be mounted such as a safety sensor, a ball holding chamber, and an external prop 
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to change system angle. However, the iFetch does not follow guidelines 9, creating room 

around interior modules, and 13, reducing nesting of parts and modules, with its dual motors 

and wheels encapsulated in tight plastic fittings. Because of this, the wheels are not easily 

moved to launch different sized balls. Due to the architecture, smaller balls slide through the 

wheels and do not make contact with them to gain momentum to propel them forward. Larger 

balls get stuck in the ball chute because they cannot fit through the wheels. Of the iFetch’s 7 

proposed evolutions, the guidelines lend the system to achieve 6 of them. 

 

Future evolutions of the PetSafe include a rechargeable battery, a random distance mode, the 

ability to hold multiple balls, the option to time delay ball launch, and remote control operation. 

The PetSafe launcher also follows guideline 7, sharing functions in a module or part if the 

functions are closely related, with its control system in the circuit board. Because of this, the 

option to time delay ball launch and remote control compatibility can be added. The free 

interfaces and expansive, unobstructed surfaces for new interfaces as provided by guideline 10 

allows the ability to add a rechargeable battery. While this might also allow the addition of a 

ball holding chamber on top to hold multiple balls, the system currently does not have a 

component in place to hold the ball before launch. The launch is controlled by a beam brake 

sensor in a single ball sized plastic cradle. Because there is not internal space around these 

modules, as the system broke guideline 9, the functionality must be added externally. This 

would include a chamber, a ball releasing latch, and a second ball sensor. This evolution would 

duplicate many components, and make the system larger and more expensive than necessary. 

Additionally, since the launch distance is controlled by a manual knob moving the release 
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lever, the random distance setting cannot be easily realized. Of the PetSafe’s 5 proposed 

evolutions, the guidelines lend the system to achieve 3 of them. 

 

In addition to the future proposed guidelines, historical data can be used to analyze the 

evolutionary capability of the system. The GoDogGo has both a scaled down version of its 

system in its current product line and multiple previous generations of its system. The product 

line includes a similar style machine that is intended to launch miniature tennis balls for smaller 

dogs and uses some of the same components of the GoDogGo G4 launcher, such as the control 

system. Currently, the iFetch systems have extended the product line to create three different 

launch systems. One purely gravity driven system that does not share any components with the 

iFetch Too, and the original iFetch that is the same mechanical workings of the iFetch Too, 

only scaled down to launch miniature sized tennis balls. The iFetch and iFetch Too share 

multiple components, like the control system. The PetSafe launcher is the first generation ball 

launcher by PetSafe and does not have any extensions to the product line.  

 

The three systems all have the same anticipated future needs: a scaled down version for smaller 

dogs, a version that increases the base functionality of the original system (launching balls 

farther, launching different types and sizes of balls, etc.), adding additional functionality to the 

system beyond launch ball (addition of dog treat dispenser, addition of voice recording and 

speakers, etc.), and extending product life. Based on the guidelines, the rankings of the three 

systems support both potential future evolutions and historical data. The GoDogGo launcher 

is the system that would likely be most successful in evolution based on the guidelines. It is 
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also the system that has undergone the most number of generational improvements. The iFetch 

began as a launcher for small scale tennis balls, and has evolved to the iFetch Too that was 

used in this study to support play for full size tennis balls and larger dogs. Finally, the PetSafe 

followed the fewest guidelines, and it has not had any evolutions to date. 

 

5.4 Conclusions 

The case study analyzed three separate architectures that were driven from one of two energy 

domains: the potential energy from a stretched spring (two systems) or the mechanical energy 

powering oppositely spinning wheels (one system). Prior to component arrangement, one of 

these two energy domains had to be selected in the initial design process. The question to be 

asked in Design for Flexibility is, “is one of these architectures inherently more evolvable than 

the others?” As Ulrich described architecture as “the scheme by which the function of a product 

is allocated to physical components” [20], we can describe the scheme in a broad sense as the 

driving component of the system, that is, spring or motor driven wheels. As seen from the case 

study, two different spring driven systems were ranked as both the most evolvable and least 

evolvable. Therefore, neither architecture, spring nor motor driven wheels, is inherently more 

evolvable than the other. By using the term architecture to look at the system as a whole, the 

part selection, component layout, and component interfaces all contributed to making a system 

more or less evolvable.  
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If the primary decision of “what method do we use to serve a function” is not the primary 

driver of evolvability, the decisions of how to allocate those functions to parts and compose 

them in a system are. Architectures that follow the guidelines are more appropriate for future 

evolutions and are also likely a result from past evolutions. These principles are intended to 

function as high level guidelines as oppose to strict laws to enforce. It is unlikely that every 

guideline will be applicable to a system.  

 

The rankings produced largely supported the guidelines based on future evolutionary paths and 

historical data. However, it also revealed situations where following guidelines might not 

necessarily be constructive to the evolvability of a system or is in direct competition with 

another guideline. While the methodology was a useful tool in demonstrating evolvability, it 

did not factor in customer satisfaction with a product or system value. Because design for 

evolvability is only a small subsector of the goals of design, these criteria could be considered 

in future iterations of the procedures to show how they are also, if at all, affected by the 

guidelines.  
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CHAPTER 6 – ARCHITECTURE SELECTION AIDED BY EXCESS MAPPING 

 

6.1 Introduction 

In Chapter 5, architecture selection for future evolvability was done using Tilstra’s Guidelines 

for Product Flexibility. This chapter furthers the case study of the three ball launchers by 

applying the excess mapping techniques established in Chapter 3 to provide a quantitative 

comparison of the systems. The previously proposed future evolutions derived from 

functionalities embodied in the other systems are fully explored to determine how the initial 

architecture selections influenced each system’s ability to realize the new evolution. 

 

6.2 Excess Map Creation 

The excess mapping approach established in Chapter 3 is shown again in Fig. 6.1 below. 

 

 

Figure 6.1: Steps to Create an Excess Map 
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6.2.1 Create Component-Flow Model for the Existing System Architecture 

The first step, identify system components, was shown in Chapter 5 after product 

decomposition. The component-flow map was then created for each of the three systems and 

are shown in Figures 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4. 

 

 

Figure 6.2: iFetch Component-Flow Map 
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Figure 6.3: GoDogGo Component-Flow Map 
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Figure 6.4: PetSafe Component-Flow Map 

 

For all three ball launchers, the circuit board acts as the center of the control system, connecting 

all sensors and controls to the mechanical components. The sensors, power supply, and power 

switch all connect to the circuit board via wires and do not have to interface with any other 

components. The fewer interfaces these components have with other components, the more 

interchangeable they are as modules. Additionally, only two components in each system deal 

with the passing of the tennis balls. The systems operate primarily in the electrical and 

mechanical energy domain and represent the main function flow chain of the system.  
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6.2.2 Quantify Flows and Determine Interface Capabilities 

The operating characteristics as well as component maximum operating capabilities were 

determined using component ratings, physical testing, calculations, and comparison to similar 

components that have full specs available. 

 

iFetch: 

The speed and distance a ball travels out of the iFetch is dependent on the speed of the wheels, 

and thus, RPM of the motor. Empirical testing was done to determine flight time and distance 

of launched tennis balls at each setting, and the averaged results are shown in Table 6.1. 

 

Table 6.1: Results of iFetch Testing 

 

 

 Angular velocity of the wheels was found with equation 6, where v is the velocity of the tennis 

ball, r is the radius of the wheels (1.75 in), and ω is angular velocity of the wheels. 

 

𝑉 = 𝜔𝑟 

 

Setting Average Flight Time Average Distance

Low 0.76 sec 12 ft

Mid 0.95 sec 25 ft

High 1.15 sec 38 ft

iFetch Test Data

(6.1) 
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The velocity of the ball was determined using kinematic equations 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4, where Vx 

is the horizontal velocity, x is distance the ball traveled, t is time, vy is the vertical velocity, d 

is vertical displacement, a is acceleration due to gravity, and Vtotal is the velocity of the ball.  

 

𝑉𝑥 =
𝑥

𝑡
 

 

𝑉𝑦 =
𝑑 −

1
2𝑎𝑡

2

𝑡
 

 

𝑉𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙 = √𝑉𝑥
2 + 𝑉𝑦

2 

On the iFetch’s highest setting, the wheels were found to be spinning at 259 rad/sec or 2473 

RPM. This is considered the operating condition of the motor spinning the wheel.  

The maximum possible RPM for the motor was estimated using specs for a similar motor used 

in a similarly performing tennis ball launcher [90], shown in Figure 6.5. The motor has a no 

load RPM of 5,310 [91]. 

(6.2) 

(6.3) 

(6.4) 
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Figure 6.5: Tennis Ball Launcher Build 

 

The wires operating current was determined using a multi-meter, and their maximum operating 

current was determined from their AWG (American Wire Gauge) rating [92] , found written 

on each respective wire. The maximum current load ratings for AWG is shown in Table 6.2.  

 

Table 6.2: American Wire Gauge Specifications [92] 

AWG Diameter (mm) Diameter (in) Square (mm2) Typical Max. Current Load 
Ratings for Single Core- 

Copper (amps) 

24 0.51 0.020 0.20 3.5 

22 0.64 0.025 0.33 5.0 

20 0.81 0.032 0.50 6.0 

18 1.0 0.040 0.82 9.5 

16 1.3 0.051 1.3 20 
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The internal excess volume was found by filling the case with small Styrofoam pieces with a 

known volume. It was found that 707 Styrofoam pieces fill a 2 gallon container. The volume 

of the case was extrapolated by the number of Styrofoam pieces that were able to fit within it.  

 

Finally, the circuit board, sensors, and switches’ performances were all estimated from specs 

of similar components. Each component was chosen because their similar performance, 

application, and appearance to the components used in the iFetch. These elements were found 

to require only a small portion of the electrical energy allocated in this system, as well as being 

able to take a lot of current without breaking. They each perform their individual jobs well, but 

are likely not places that would require or prohibit future evolution. Each element is described 

in more detail in the following step when they are eliminated from the final map.  

 

GoDogGo: 

The speed and distance of a tennis ball launched from the GoDogGo is a function of the 

potential energy stored in the spring that is used to accelerate the kicker and thus expel the ball. 

The motors performance does not directly affect the launch performance, as long as it has 

enough torque to pull the spring to the point of release. The GoDogGo was tested similarly to 

the iFetch, and the kinematic equations 6.2, 6.3, and 6.4 were used to determine the velocity 

of tennis balls launched from the system at all three launch distance settings. The aggregated 

testing results are shown in Table 6.3. 
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Table 6.3: Results of GoDogGo Testing 

 

 

The launch settings are determined by the initial stretch of the spring, set by the human 

operator. The spring constant is calculated from equation 6.5, where K is the spring constant, 

m is the mass of the tennis ball, v is the velocity of a tennis ball, and x is the change in spring 

length used in firing the ball.  

1

2
𝐾𝑥2 =

1

2
𝑚𝑣2 

 

The low, mid, and high settings of the launcher yielded a K value of 240.3, 234.8 and 236.9 

lb/ft respectively. The differences in these values are expected from the errors in measuring 

the experimental values. The K value used for spring calculations was found from averaging 

these three numbers, resulting in a spring constant of 237.3 lb/ft. The potential energy in the 

spring can be determined using equation 6.6 where k is the spring constant and x is the change 

in spring length.  

 

𝑃𝐸 =
1

2
𝑘𝑥2 

 

The force needed to pull the spring can be determined by Hooke’s Law, equation 6.7. 

Setting

Average Flight 

Time

Average 

Distance

Unstretched Spring 

Length

Stretched Spring 

Length ΔX

Low 1.53 sec 29.43 ft 0.167 in 0.292 in 0.125 in

Mid 1.68 sec 33.14 ft 0.177 in 0.313 in 0.135 in

High 1.92 sec 36.12 ft 0.188 in 0.333 in 0.146 in

GoDogGo Test Data

(6.5) 

(6.6) 
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𝐹 = 𝑘𝑥 

 

With a spring constant of 237.3 lb/ft and the motor stretching the spring 0.146 ft, the force 

needed to stretch the spring is 34.6 lb. The torque needed to pull this spring can be calculated 

from equation 6.8, where τ is torque, F is force, and r is the distance from the rotation axis to 

where the force is applied. In the GoDogGo system, r is 0.1 ft.  

 

𝜏 = 𝑟 ∗ 𝐹 

 

In the GoDogGo, this results in a required torque from a motor to be 3.46 ft·lbs. The stall 

torque can estimated from specs of motors used for similar applications. Open-source 

instructions are available online to build the “Fetch-O-Matic”, shown in Fig. 6.6, which uses a 

similar spring and kicker system to launch tennis balls automatically for dogs to play fetch 

[93].  The “Fetch-O-Matic” build uses a windshield wiper motor with high torque and low 

RPM properties. Assuming the GoDogGo uses a motor with identical specifications, the stall 

torque for the GoDogGo system is 23 ft·lbs [94]. 

 

(6.7) 

(6.8) 
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Figure 6.6: Fetch-O-Matic [93] 

 

The user must manually stretch the spring to put the system in low, mid, and high launch 

distance mode. From the lowest to the highest setting, a person must stretch the spring 0.25 in. 

From equation 6.7, the user must produce a pulling force of 4.9 lbf. With the machine turned 

on its side, the user is pulling the spring horizontally; the Canadian Centre for Occupational 

Health and Safety recommends 29 lbf as the upper limit for horizontal pushing and pulling 

from a seated position [95]. 

 

Using the operating characteristics of the current spring, motor, and kicker in the system 

coupled with equation 6.5, the maximum mass of a tennis ball that can be launched by the 
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system was determined. The system can launch a 9.5 lb ball 0.5 ft, the distance needed to get 

the ball out of the case. This is considered the maximum possible operating condition for the 

launch components. In operation, the kicker sees a full 360° of rotation, which cannot be 

stressed any further.  

 

The GoDogGo’s top bucket can hold a maximum of 17 full size tennis balls [89], but can only 

pass one ball at a time to the case to be launched. The GoDogGo is also rated to launch balls 

1.75”-2.5” in diameter [89]. 

 

The unit can operate with either 6 “D” cell batteries, or from a wall plug. If the unit pulls power 

from the wall, the current is limited at 15-20 Amps. If the system is operating on battery power, 

it can run for 25 hours. The charge of 6 “D” cell alkaline batteries is 17 mA·h [96], so the upper 

limit of charge has been set at 17mA to ensure the unit has a life of at least one hour if the 

motor continually drew current.  If the unit continually drew current for 25 hours, it would be 

operating at 0.68 mA. However, the motor is only in operation for short spurts of time during 

this process. To account for ball fetching time and rest periods, the motor is estimated to be 

pulling the spring approximately 1% of the 25 hour operating time. This results in a current 

draw of 68 mA. 

 

Similar to the iFetch, internal excess volume was found from filling the case with known 

volume Styrofoam pieces, wires were sized using AWG ratings shown in Table 6.2, and 

sensors and switches were quantified based on similar components available for purchase. 
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These quantifications are elaborated in the following section when these flows are eliminated 

from or kept on the critical-component flow model.  

 

PetSafe: 

The PetSafe is launched using a spring a kicker system similar to the GoDogGo system. The 

launch output is thusly based on the spring properties and not the motor, as long as the motor 

can pull the spring far enough to reach the release column. To test the PetSafe, the angle was 

held constant at its second setting, 25°, and testing was done at each of the 9 distance settings. 

This data is shown in Table 6.4.  

 

Table 6.4: PetSafe Test Data 

 

 

Using equations 6.5-6.8 established for a spring and kicker system, the spring constant of the 

internal spring was found to be 285 lb/ft. At the highest distance setting, the force needed to 

pull the spring is 38.08 lbs. The spring is mounted 0.12 ft perpendicular from the axis of the 

Setting Distance ΔX

1 4.74 ft 0.052 in

2 9.29 ft 0.073 in

3 10.72 ft 0.078 in

4 12.13 ft 0.083 in

5 15.35 ft 0.094 in

6 18.95 ft 0.104 in

7 25.15 ft 0.120 in

8 29.52 ft 0.130 in

9 32.23 ft 0.136 in

PetSafe Test Data
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motor, so the motor must provide a torque of 4.57 lb·ft. The maximum operating characteristics 

of this motor were estimated to be the same as the GoDogGo and Fetch-O-Matic, with a stall 

torque of 23 ft·lbs [94].  

 

In addition to stretching the spring, the motor rotates the kicker and release lever. The kicker 

and release lever rotate up to 80° on the highest launch setting.   

 

The angle and distance knobs both take in human energy to turn the knobs to put the system in 

each angle and distance operating state. This energy input is minimal, and required input above 

what a human can comfortably achieve is not likely with any future evolution. The distance 

knob has 9 discrete settings, resulting in the spring stretching 0.63 in to 1.63 in. The angle knob 

has 6 discrete settings resulting in launch angles of 20° to 45°.  

 

The PetSafe can operate with either 6 “D” cell batteries, or from a wall plug. Using the same 

calculations and assumptions as the GoDogGo system, the unit pulls approximately 68 mA 

during operation. The safety sensor is rated to detect motion up to 7 ft in front of the unit, and 

it will stop its firing sequence if motion is detected.  

 

The wires in the PetSafe did not have visible ratings. The diameters were measured and the 

AWG chart shown in Table 6.2 was then used to determine maximum capable current.  
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Similar to the iFetch and GoDogGo, internal excess volume was found from filling the case 

with known volume Styrofoam pieces and sensors and switches were quantified based on 

similar components available for purchase. 

 

6.2.3 Create Critical Component-Flow Map 

The critical component-flow map is created by eliminating flows that will not be bottle-necks 

for future evolutions, as well as components that do not have any relevant flows. In the ball 

launcher case study, the critical component-flow map is simplified to the main function chain 

as much of the control systems, such as the power switches, will not be needed to change in 

future evolutions. 

 

Flows eliminated from the iFetch map are elaborated in Table 6.5, including components that 

were discussed, but not quantified, in the previous section.  

Table 6.5: Eliminated Flows from iFetch Map 

Power 

Button 

The power button accepts human material and energy from a person pushing the 

button to turn the machine on, as well as toggle between modes. The button 

requires minimum human energy, so these flows were removed as human energy 

or material would not be a limiting factor in future evolution. The maximum 

current a small power button can take is on the scale of 50 mA [97], which is 

what the battery of the full system is producing at the medium distance setting. 

For this reason, the electrical energy and electronic signal would also not be a 

limiting factor in future evolvability. Finally, the light given off is bright enough 

to be seen in all light settings, so this would not be a place for a future evolution. 

All flows have been removed from the power button for being irrelevant for 

evolutionary paths. 
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Table 6.5 (Continued) 

 

Safety 

Limiter 

Switch 

The safety limiter switch is used by human material and energy to limit the 

system’s output for applications such as indoor use and small dogs. The switch 

requires minimal human energy and would likely not be a limiting factor in 

future evolvability. Additionally, similar slider switches are rated for 30 mA 

[98], which is unlikely to be reached. For these reasons, all the flows have been 

eliminated from the safety limiter switch.  

Pressure 

Sensor 

Switch 

The pressure sensor switch is activated by a ball rolling over it. Other common 

switches are activated by a minimum of 0.5 ounces and can handle up to 14 

ounces [99]. The motion of the plastic lever on top of the pressure sensor switch 

prevents the switch from seeing the full weight of the ball. The plastic lays flush 

with the ball chamber and can therefore handle the same weight the plastic ball 

channel. Because the function of the system, “launch ball”, must remain the 

same in future applications, the pressure sensor switch would be able to handle 

any upgraded ball that comes through the system. Additionally, sensors can 

handle up to 11 Amps of current. For these reasons, all the flows in and out of 

the pressure sensor switch have been removed for the excess map.  

Ball 

Release 

Lever 

The ball release lever releases a ball when the pressure sensor switch is 

activated. The assembly has been tested for over 80 ounces, which is unlikely to 

be needed in a future evolution. Additionally, the ball moving through the 

chamber is gravity driven until it reaches the wheels. The release lever would 

not require any additional current to improve operating parameters in future 

evolutions. Therefore, all flows were removed from this element as well.                                                              

Ball 

Channel 

A ball will be inserted at the top of the ball channel and roll through to the 

wheels. The ball starts with gravitational potential energy that turns into kinetic 

energy as it accelerates through the channel. The channel can handle any speed 

that the ball moves through it; therefore, the mechanical energy flows were 

dismissed from the ball channel for the critical component map. 

Wheels The wheels accept one ball at a time, and the ball carries mechanical energy with 

it by rolling into the wheels. The wheels accelerate the ball and expel it to the 

environment. The wheels can accept any speed at which the ball rolls into the 

system, so the mechanical energy input to the wheels block has been removed. 

The auditory output signal has also been removed because it is a result of 

operation and not something that would likely be evolved.  
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Table 6.5: Continued 

 

Circuit 

Board 

The circuit board acts as the central hub for all electrical signals and energies 

passed through the system. The flows passing to and from the power button, 

safety limiter switch, and pressure sensor switch have been eliminated based on 

their operating maximum as described in their respective blocks above.  

Wires The wires maximum operating current was determined from their respective 

AWG ratings. The electrical energy flows have been eliminated where this 

maximum is unlikely to be reached.  

 

The resulting critical component-flow map for the iFetch is shown in Fig. 6.7. 
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Figure 6.7: iFetch Critical Component-Flow Map 
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Flows eliminated from the GoDogGo map are elaborated in Table 6.6. 

Table 6.6: Eliminated Flows from GoDogGo Map 

Ball 

Sensor 

The ball sensor is a pressure toggle that is activated by a ball rolling onto it. Other 

common switches are activated by a minimum of 0.5 ounces and can handle up to 

14 ounces [99]. The lever sits in the open slot of the case where the kicker swings 

through. The weight of the ball is supported by the plastic of the case itself, and 

therefore, the lever would not break with a heavier ball added to the system. 

Additionally, sensors can handle up to 11 Amps of current. For these reasons, all 

the flows in and out of the pressure sensor switch have been removed for the excess 

map. 

Kicker The kicker produces an auditory signal when it strikes the ball. This is a byproduct 

of operation and not something that would be used in future evolution. For this 

reason, that flow is eliminated as an output from the kicker. 

Spring The spring produces an auditory signal when it snaps the kicker from the vertical 

position back to its starting position. This is a byproduct of operation and not 

something that would be used in future evolutions. For this reason, that flow is 

eliminated as an output from the kicker.  

Motor The motor produces an auditory signal when in operation. This is a byproduct of 

operation and not something that would be used in future evolution. For this reason, 

that flow is eliminated as an output from the motor.  

Circuit 

Board 

The circuit board acts as the central hub for all electrical energies and signals. 

Flows from sensors and signals that are not likely to be limiting factors in future 

evolvability have been eliminated as explained in their respective block. 

Power 

Switch 

The power switch is a simple rocker switch with two modes: on and off. Similar 

rocker switches are rated up to 16 Amps [100]. The power switch can handle a 

large increase in current without a sacrifice in performance, and it is also an 

unlikely place for future evolution. For these reasons, it has been eliminated from 

the critical component-flow map.  

Bucket The bucket can hold 17 regular size tennis balls at a time before passing it to the 

case. The balls carry some mechanical energy with them as they roll into the case. 

The ball is stopped in a nook of the case, and the energy is not used for anything 

other than ball transportation. For this reason, the mechanical energy flow is 

eliminated out of the bucket.  
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Table 6.6 (Continued) 

 

Case The case accepts balls as they roll from the bucket and down into the case’s ramp. 

The balls carry some mechanical energy with them as they roll into the case. The 

ball is stopped in a nook of the case, and the energy is not used for anything other 

than ball transportation. For this reason, the mechanical energy flow is eliminated 

out of the bucket. 

 

The resulting critical component-flow map for the GoDogGo is shown in Fig. 6.8. 
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Figure 6.8: GoDogGo Critical Component-Flow Map 
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Flows eliminated from the PetSafe map are elaborated in Table 6.7. 

Table 6.7: Eliminated Flows from PetSafe Map 

 

Power 

Switch 

The power switch is a simple rocker switch rated for 10 A. The power switch 

can handle a large increase in current without a sacrifice in performance, and it 

is also an unlikely place for future evolution. For these reasons, it has been 

eliminated from the critical component-flow map. 

Safety 

Sensor 

The safety sensor is a motion sensor that can detect movement up to 7 ft in 

front of the unit. This incoming signal stayed in the critical component-flow 

map because it can be a place for potential system improvement. However, the 

signal it sends to the circuit board is either “yes, something is detected, stop 

operation” or “no, nothing is detected, continue operation”. As these two 

outputs will not change, the signal sent to the circuit board has been eliminated.  

Ball 

Sensor 

The ball sensor is an infrared break beam sensor, similar to what is used in 

garage door applications. Similar sensors have a detection time of <2ms and 

operate with approximately a 10mA current draw [101]. The signal output to 

the circuit board is either “yes, the beam has been broken, there is a ball in the 

chamber, start launch” or “no, the beam is still intact, there is no ball in the 

chamber, wait for additional signal”. Because the input and output of these two 

signals in unlikely to change for future evolution, they have been eliminated 

from the critical component-flow map.  

Distance 

Knob 

The distance knob is turned by a human operator on the outside of the case. The 

small spring inside the knob rotates a gear on the inside of the case. This gear 

drives the rack, and thus, the position of the release column. The human input is 

minimal, and it is unlikely that a change to the system would result in a needed 

input force by the human greater than what they could supply. The gear also has 

no limit to the number of rotations it can complete in either direction. For these 

reasons, the knob and its related flows were eliminated from the map. 

Release 

Lever 

The release lever rotates with the spring and kicker, and initiates the launch by 

being pushed off the locking gear by the release column. It has the ability to 

rotate a full 360°, but is limited by the position of the release column. As there 

is no upper limit to its rotation from the motor, this flow is eliminated. 

Additionally, the signal to the locking gear is “yes, the lever has been released 

from the gear, release spring” or “no, the lever is still engaged with the locking 

gear, wait for signal”. Because this flow will likely not change with future 

evolutions, it has been eliminated from the map.   
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Table 6.7 (Continued) 

 

Locking 

Gear 

The locking gear does not rotate with the spring, kicker, and release lever when 

the system is preparing for launch after detecting a ball in the firing slot. When 

the release lever slips, the locking signal sends a mechanical signal to the spring 

by stopping the forward pulling action and any resistance holding the spring in 

its stretched state. This signal is either “yes, the release lever has been 

activated, release the spring” or “no, the release lever has not been activated, 

hold the spring and wait for signal”. Because these are the only two states of the 

signal, and the output signals are unlikely to change, these flows and this 

component has been removed from the map.  

Kicker The kicker produces an auditory signal when it strikes the ball. This is a 

byproduct of operation and not something that would be used in future 

evolution. For this reason, that flow is eliminated as an output from the kicker. 

Angle 

Knob 

The angle knob is turned by a human operator on the outside of the case. The 

small spring inside the knob rotates a gear on the inside of the case. This gear 

drives the rack, and thus, the position of the angle board. The human input is 

minimal, and it is unlikely that a change to the system would result in a needed 

input force by the human greater than what they could supply. The gear also has 

no limit to the number of rotations it can complete in either direction. For these 

reasons, the knob and its related flows were eliminated from the map. 

Circuit 

Board 

The circuit board acts as the central hub for all electrical signals and energies 

passed through the system. The flows passing to and from the power switch, 

safety sensor, and ball sensor have been eliminated based on their operating 

maximum as described in their respective blocks above.  

 

The resulting critical component-flow map for the PetSafe is shown in Fig. 6.9. 
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Figure 6.9: PetSafe Critical Component-Flow Map 
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All of the systems simplify down to their main function chains in their critical-component flow 

maps. As noted before, the various sensors and components attached to the circuit board can 

be more easily swapped out of the system because of their few interfaces with other 

components. The core chain remaining in the diagram deals with the core function, “launch 

ball.” Any stressor added to this function, such as launching further or launching a heavier ball, 

will consume excess located within that main chain.  

 

6.3 Embodying Future Evolutions 

In Chapter 5, future evolutions for the ball launchers were posed as abilities encompassed in 

one of the other launchers that is not yet realized in another. The comparison of different 

functionalities are shown again in Table 6.8, resulting in the possible future evolutions shown 

in Table 6.9. 

 

Table 6.8: Different Functionalities Present in the Different Launchers 
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Table 6.9: Possible Future Evolutionary Paths for Launch Systems 

GoDogGo iFetch PetSafe 

1.  Change power system to 

rechargeable battery 

2.  Addition of safety sensor 

3.  Mandatory rest periods 

4. Random distance mode 

5.  Carrying handle 

6.  Variable launch angle 

1. Addition of safety 

sensor 

2. Mandatory rest periods 

3. Ability to launch different 

sized balls 

4. Ability to hold multiple 

balls 

5. Time delay launch option 

6. Remote control operation 

7. Variable launch angle 

1.  Change power system to 

rechargeable battery 

2. Random distance mode 

3. Ability to hold multiple 

balls 

4. Time delay launch option 

5. Remote Control Operation 

 

 

The functionalities related to the control system, such as a time delay launch and mandatory 

rest period, can be realized from additional programming within the circuit board or adding 

additional features to it. More physical changes, such as variable launch angle and random 

distance mode, will affect more components because these evolutions cannot be realized with 

software. In this section, three evolutions, each affecting two systems, are fully explored. The 

ability to hold more balls is applied to the iFetch and PetSafe, the random distance mode is 

applied to the GoDogGo and PetSafe, and a variable launch angle is applied to the iFetch and 

GoDogGo.  
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A brainstorming session with three mechanical and aerospace engineering graduate students 

was led by the author to propose system changes to realize the new functionalities. This session 

led to the creation of six mind maps, one for each functionality/ launch system combination. 

The full maps can be found in Appendix C, and the brainstorming results have been compiled 

in Tables 6.10, 6.11, and 6.12 below. 

 

Table 6.10: Compiled Mind Map 1 from Brainstorming Session 

Hold More Balls 

iFetch PetSafe 

 Big funnel attached to top 

 Spiral ramp 

 Vertical magazine 

 Rifle inspired chamber 

 Move sensor and stopper lower in firing 

chamber 

 Quicker release mechanism so balls can sit 

on top of one another 

 Big funnel attached to top 

 Spiral ramp/ carve groove into purple top 

 Vertical magazine 

 Rifle inspired chamber 

 Add platform and release mechanism to the 

top of purple lid to stack balls on top 

 

Table 6.11: Compiled Mind Map 2 from Brainstorming Session 

Variable Launch Angles 

iFetch GoDogGo 

 Add a movable extension to the exit 

chamber 

 Add adjustable legs to the front of the 

unit 

 Add a wedge under the front of the unit 

that can slide forward and backward 

 Place an air pump pillow under the front 

edge of the unit that can inflate or deflate 

 Adjust wheel angle 

 Internally rearrange exit chamber 

 

 Add a movable extension to the exit 

chamber 

 Add adjustable legs to the front of the 

unit 

 Add a wedge under the front of the unit 

that can slide forward and backward 

 Place an air pump pillow under the front 

edge of the unit that can inflate or deflate 

 Change contact point of kicker on ball by 

moving axis of kicker frontward/backward 

 Add a hood to graze top of ball 
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Table 6.11 (Continued) 

 

 Change ball launch location internally with 

a platform for the ball 
 Add a lip to the exit chamber 

 Change ball launch location internally with 

a platform for the ball 

 

Table 6.12: Compiled Mind Map 3 from Brainstorming Session 

Random Distance Mode 

GoDogGo PetSafe 

 Incorporate multiple springs with different 

spring constants and have a different 

one/combination pull the kicker each launch 

 Bean bag on surface of kicker that will shift 

on operation and change the elasticity of 

each launch 

 Use a spring with varying material 

properties and find a way to alter those 

properties during launch (such as changing 

internal operating temperature of system to 

change springs stiffness) 

 Use balls with different elasticities 

 Add a mechanism that will lock different 

spring coils during operation forcing the 

other coils to stretch further creating a larger 

force to transfer to the ball 

 Change where the ball sits in the chamber 

with each launch 

 Use non-uniform rotating bristle brush 

heads to create different resistances when 

the ball is launched 

 Create a continually opening/closing 

sphincter that adds varying resistance to 

the launched ball 

 Incorporate multiple springs with different 

spring constants and have a different 

one/combination pull the kicker each launch 

 Use a spring with varying material 

properties and find a way to alter those 

properties during launch (such as changing 

internal operating temperature of system to 

change springs stiffness) 

 Use balls with different elasticities 

 Add a mechanism that will lock different 

spring coils during operation forcing the 

other coils to stretch further creating a larger 

force to transfer to the ball 

 Change where the ball sits in the chamber 

with each launch 

 Additional motor assembly to move release 

knob 

 Add an air bladder under the angle board 

that will raise and lower the board creating 

a different exit angle with each launch 

 Add motor assembly on spring axis that sets 

the release lever position 

 Use non-uniform rotating bristle brush 

heads to create different resistances when 

the ball is launched 

 Create a continually opening/closing 

sphincter that adds varying resistance to 

the launched ball 
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The bolded entries in Table 6.10-6.12 are the chosen paths to the future evolution state based 

on the scale of changes that would be necessary in the system. 

 

 Holding Multiple Balls 

iFetch: To allow the iFetch to hold more balls, a larger container could be added to the top of 

the system in the form of a large funnel feeding into the launch chamber, or a spiral ramp that 

rolls balls into the launch chamber. With this as the only addition, the iFetch would continually 

shoot out balls until the new holding chamber is empty. The circuit board could also be 

programmed to incorporate a launch delay that could be used in conjunction with the funnel or 

ramp to provide a more constant stream of ball launches. The new funnel or ramp would be 

added to the excess map as a new component feeding into the ball channel. It would hold as 

many balls as its volume allowed, but the ball channel, as seen in the excess map, could only 

accept one ball at a time from it. The funnel/ramp to ball channel addition to the excess can be 

seen in Fig. 6.10. X, as seen in the bottom of the funnel/ramp block, is the number of balls the 

added funnel/ramp could hold. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.10: New Component Block for iFetch Excess Map to Allow the System to Hold 

Multiple Balls 
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PetSafe: The PetSafe lid can already hold three balls, but the manufacturer suggests that only 

a single ball be used on its high settings. The additional holding chamber must be equipped 

with some form of added resistance before the ball enters the firing slot to prevent another ball 

resting solely on top of it. This can be done with a weak spring/ lever system or a compliant 

material. If the added funnel/ramp is all one component, the addition to the excess block is 

similar to that of the iFetch. The funnel/ramp becomes an added component before the ball 

flows into the case, as seen in Fig. 6.11 where X, as seen in the bottom of the funnel/ramp 

block, is the number of balls the new funnel/ramp could hold. 

 

 

 

Figure 6.11: New Component Block for PetSafe Excess Map to Allow the System to Hold 

Multiple Balls 

 

Variable Launch Angles 

iFetch: By adding adjustable legs to or sliding a wedge underneath the front lip of the iFetch, 

none of the internal components will be affected. If these elements are considered a part of the 

case, the excess map would not be affected. As an independent element, the legs/wedge would 

be an additional component on the map that does not have any input or output flows. 
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GoDogGo: The addition of the legs or wedge would affect the GoDogGo in a similar manner 

as the iFetch. The main function chain of the system would not be interfered with, and there 

would be no change to the excess map. To add a lip or hood to the exit chamber is a similar 

change. The ball angle would be changed after the point of impact by grazing a lip or hood on 

the bottom or top of the ball respectively. If this change was incorporated into the case and the 

assembly was considered a single element, then the excess map would be unaffected. If the lip 

or hood was considered an independent element, the resulting change to the excess map can 

be seen in Figure 6.12. 

 

 

Figure 6.12: New Component Block for GoDogGo Excess Map to Allow the System to 

Launch at Various Angles 

 

Random Distance Mode: 

GoDogGo: In the GoDogGo system, the distance is controlled by the human operator manually 

setting the initial stretch in the spring. Because this system is $150, with a single motor and 

spring, incorporating duplicate motor and spring systems to achieve a random distance during 

launch was not a viable option to maintain an affordable price point and system portability. 

The simplest way to achieve a random distance is to use multiple balls of varying elasticity 
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because the system uses impact to launch the ball. However, if a dog is trained to retrieve a 

single ball and place it back in the top bucket, this would not be an appropriate solution. To 

alter the distance the ball travels post impact, varying resistance could be introduced to the ball 

at the exit of the case. Two proposed solutions are a circular, elastic mechanism that changes 

internal diameter that the ball must squeeze through, and non-uniform (either in material or 

quantity) rotating bristle wheels on either side of where the ball is launched. These components 

must be attached to the outside of the case, and must use some mechanical element to change 

diameters/rotate, either by incorporating into the existing elements or by adding supporting 

ones. A representative implementation model of how the bristle wheel would affect the system 

can be seen in Fig. 6.13. 
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Figure 6.13: New Critical Component-Flow Map for GoDogGo to Allow the System to 

Launch at Random Distances 

 

PetSafe: 

In the PetSafe system, the distance is set by changing the location of the release column via a 

knob on the outside of the case. As with the GoDogGo, incorporating duplicate motor and 

spring systems is outside the scope of the spirit of the system, and varying distances could be 

achieved if different pressure/material balls are used. However, if the input is constant and a 
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system evolution is necessary, external resistance could be added to realize different distances 

on successive launches. A representation solution can be seen in Fig. 6.14 with the extension 

to the excess map. 
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Figure 6.14: New Critical Component-Flow Map for PetSafe to Allow the System to 

Launch at Random Distances 
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6.4 Chapter Conclusions 

The critical component-flow maps for the three ball launchers simplify down to their main 

function flow chains: the ball handling components and the powered launch mechanism. 

Additional functionalities for these systems proposed in Chapter 5 were brainstormed for 

implementation. The three functionalities could generally be realized by adding components 

to the system with little to no modification of existing elements, as long as those components 

contained enough excess to support their implementation. By evolving the system this way, 

the excess contained within the critical component-flow map are consumed when those 

additional components draw from the system resources. For example, adding a module that 

required electricity (such as the rotating bristle brush in the varying launch distance evolution) 

would draw current from the power source, and that power source must contain enough excess 

to support it. Another example would be the addition of sensors, such as the safety motion 

sensors, to the system; the circuit board must be capable of accepting and processing those new 

signal flows.  If the output of the new element flows into an existing component, the flow must 

match the interface capabilities. This also must hold true if an existing element now flows into 

an added component.  

 

Adding additional capabilities to the system by introducing new modules to perform these 

tasks interfere with the excess map by drawing from the system’s resources and requiring an 

appropriate interface to “plug into” the system. Stressing current operating conditions does not 

require the additional interfaces, but heavily and solely relies on the excess contained within 
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the current components to support the new expanded requirement. To add capabilities via 

additional modules, a system should follow Tilstra’s spatial guidelines for Product Flexibility 

to ensure the new module can fit on/within the system, as well as design the new module to 

match the interface flow capabilities of the plug-in point to the system.  

 

With the research shown in Chapter 5 and 6, choosing any of these architectures over another 

at the beginning of the design process does not, in and of itself, lead to a more or less evolvable 

system. The characteristics of the system that influence system evolvability deal with how this 

architecture is incorporated. Excess within the main function chain of the design increases the 

system’s ability to respond to a new requirements, both from an increase of existing customer 

requirements and need for additional abilities. Components that have fewer interface points, 

like the sensors in the ball launchers that are only attached to the circuit board by wires, allow 

for simpler upgrades to those components because they do not interfere with as many parts. 

These look like branches in the excess diagram as opposed to a web. Components that have 

many interface points, like the circuit board in the ball launchers that takes in signals and power 

to control the system, are more difficult to upgrade. For this reason, when designing a system, 

excess should be strategically incorporated within the nested components of the system, so 

they are less likely to require upgrading to achieve a new evolution. Components at the end of 

branches, such as the battery and sensors in the ball launchers, can be designed for current 

requirements and cost. In future evolutionary scenarios, these components are easier to replace. 

In the architectural selection process, the architecture that lends itself to embody excess within 
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the most heavily nested components and does not require as much part interaction should be 

selected as it can be arranged to create a more evolvable system. 
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CHAPTER 7 – SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

7.1 Research Overview 

This work was conducted to answer the research question: 

“What characteristics of a system’s architecture influence the evolvabilility of the engineered 

system?” 

 

This work first developed tools for analyzing evolvability, and then used those tools to support 

a case study exploring the impact of system architecture on evolvability. First, an existing 

technique to identify and quantify excess within an engineered system, was modified in 

response to peer review comments. Then, a stress test approach was modified to explore and 

identify system architecture bottlenecks when future requirements are considered.  

 

The system architecture case study compared systems of similar functionalities but differing 

architectures using The Guidelines for Product Flexibility. The excess mapping procedure was 

then applied to the case study to fully explore future evolution paths.  

 

7.2 Research Question- What characteristics of a system’s architecture influence the 

evolvability of the engineered system? 

In the ball launcher case study, three architectures were considered: a spring and kicker system 

where the kicker saw a full 360° of rotation in the vertical plane, a spring and kicker system 

where the kicker was limited to 90° of rotation in the horizontal plane, and a system that used 
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oppositely spinning wheels to accelerate the ball between them. In the study conducted in 

Chapter 5, the two spring and kicker systems rated both first and last when the systems were 

compared using The Guidelines for Product Flexibility. This suggests that initial system 

architecture selection does not affect the evolvability as much as how that architecture in 

incorporated in the system. Chapter 6 further explored these systems to determine what 

characteristics of the architectural incorporation most influenced system evolvability.  

 

Excess has previously been established as a key component to system evolvability [13], but it 

was unclear how this excess should be allocated within the system. When one of the current 

requirements of a system is increased, the system must have excess to meet it. If a component 

is unable to accept or provide the new required flow, it must be replace to meet the new 

evolution. If an addition capability is required of the system, components must be added. These 

components will consume excess from other components when it draws from the system’s 

current resources. Additionally, it must be able to interface with the components at any new 

connection points that are introduced. In the ball launcher case study, the component flow maps 

revealed some similarities among the systems. The circuit boards act as the main hubs of 

accepting and dispatching flows within the systems. They have many interfaces with multiple 

components, and would, therefore, be a more difficult component to replace. Also, components 

like the battery and sensors, exist at the end of branches. They have fewer interfaces, and would 

be easier components to replace. Therefore, excess should be incorporated into the components 

that act as hubs for flow, so they are less likely to need upgrading in future evolutions of the 

system. Components at the end of branches do not need to encompass as much excess. This 
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will make these components the bottlenecks for evolvability, but they will be easier to replace 

if that evolution is required. 

 

When selecting an initial architecture in Design for Evolvability, designers should consider 

how that architecture will lend itself to following the Guidelines for Product Flexibility and if 

excess is something that could be added to the system without affecting cost and/or 

performance. Architectures should also be selected that lend themselves to a branched function 

diagram, as shown in Figure 7.1, as opposed to a webbed model, as shown in Figure 7.2. That 

is, that components have only the necessary interfaces to a few components as oppose to 

flowing into and accepting flows from many different components. 

 

 

Figure 7.1: Sample Representation of a Branched Function Diagram 
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Figure 7.2: Sample Representation of a Webbed Function Diagram 

 

In the branched diagram in Figure 7.1, the auxiliary modules can be replaced, and would only 

need to directly interface with a single component on the main function chain. If there was 

enough excess in the main function chain to support these components (such as amperage to 

support an electrical module), no other changes are needed to the system besides adding the 

module itself. In the webbed diagram in Figure 7.2, the auxiliary modules’ flows interact with 

many different components in the diagram, and a change to one component would interfere 

with the system at more locations. In designing the system, none of these components would 

appear as the central hub, or, alternatively, all of them would. If excess is to be strategically 

incorporated in the most nested components of a system, it would be difficult to identify where 

to place excess in a webbed system like Figure 7.2. If no excess is incorporated, it would be 

difficult for the system to realize future evolutions. If excess is incorporated into all the 
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components, the system becomes expensive and overdesigned. The end of branches provide a 

location where costs can be saved by designing these components to meet the current 

requirements and nothing more with the intention that these components can be more easily 

replaced in future evolutions.  

 

 

7.3 Origins of Future Evolutionary Needs and Their Effects on System Architecture 

Future, emergent needs of an engineered system are, by definition, unknown. However, it is 

necessary to identify some potential future requirements of a system for design and analysis. 

In this research, these were identified in two different ways. Using the stress testing approach 

in Chapter 4, future requirements were proposed as stressed values of current requirements. 

For example, a motor-scooter that customer needs dictate should travel up to 30 mph, could 

have the future requirements of traveling 35, 45, or 60 mph. These future requirements have a 

tendency to interfere directly with the main function chain of the system, and thus, the excess 

map proves an extremely useful tool in evolving the system. As the requirements are extended, 

excess is consumed, and components are replaced when they can no longer handle the new 

operating criteria.  

 

The second source of future requirements was shown in the architecture comparison study in 

Chapters 5 and 6 as abilities encompassed in similar systems on the market that are not realized 

by the current system. These new abilities will require additional components to be 

incorporated into the system. These components interfere with the main function chain of the 
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system by drawing from their resources, and therefore, the excess embodied within the main 

function chain is still important to these future evolutions. Additionally, the interfaces between 

the new and old components need to agree for the new components to be successfully 

integrated. For these evolutions, spatial constraints, such as internal excess volume and free, 

unobstructed external surfaces, and interface capabilities, are key in determining if these new 

components can fit on or within the system to determine if this new evolution is feasible. 

 

7.4 Analyzing Research Tools 

Excess Mapping: 

The excess mapping methodology was reformulated to produce a better approach by which the 

excesses that exist within a system could be identified, quantified, and used to explore the 

feasibility of proposed system modifications. The previously established approached was not 

easy to use or interpret, so the method required reformulation. The approach presented in 

Chapter 3 establishes a five-step procedure that leads to the creation of a quantified 

component–flow diagram. Component definition begins with the designer establishing the 

appropriate level of detail that should be considered. The level of component detail considered 

in this step can be driven by the extent to which the system is modular or by the types of 

components that can be purchased from suppliers. A basic component–flow diagram is created 

to identify component interactions and the types of flows that must be quantified. 

Quantification of flows focuses on characterizing the current flow value and the maximum 

value that can be tolerated by the component while maintaining feasible operation. To reduce 
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map complexity, noncritical flows can be identified and removed. The resulting component–

flow diagram reveals where excess is present in components so that possible modifications to 

the system can be explored.  

 

As shown in the consumer heat gun example, the strength of this method is that it offers a 

designer insight into the governing flow relationships between system components and 

identifies the excess that remains at critical component interfaces. This approach is not 

intended to provide a detailed analysis similar to that of advanced computer simulations. 

Rather, the identification and quantification of excess are intended to provide a designer with 

insights that can guide the conceptual design process associated with modifying a system in 

response to changing customer requirements. This challenge is clearly shown in the heat gun 

example. Motor performance curves and analyses linking the electrical, fluid, and thermal 

domains would be needed to validate the final design. Yet, this approach demonstrates that the 

heating element is capable of taking additional current to produce additional heat, the motor is 

capable of providing additional torque to the fan, and none of the components are near a critical 

operating temperature. Increasing the current to these components could produce a larger 

output temperature, and modification options to the switch could be pursued that provide 

greater flexibility to the end user. Further, a strength of this approach is that it can be used to 

identify where excess does not exist within a system. This information can be used to support 

designers when specifying the technical requirements of a new component that is being 

designed or purchased off-the-shelf. 
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Stress Testing: 

The stress test approach presented in Chapter 4 is shown to aid the process of judging the 

fitness of a design for potential future requirements. An excess map is first generated by 

distilling the system to its inter-component interactions that are critical to satisfying the 

customer needs-driven requirements list. These interactions are in terms of energy, mass, and 

signal flows or geometric and structural parameters. The excess map allows designers to 

rapidly determine the extent of system changes that a particular evolution will require. Future 

requirement scenarios are posited based on the system’s requirement list. Evolutions to satisfy 

each future requirement are found, using multiple paths if possible for each future requirement 

to increase the insight into the system. Generally, each evolution requires either modification 

or replacement of some component(s) in the system architecture. The extent of the changes 

depend on the excesses present within the components, which can be quickly referenced by 

use of the excess map. Shortcomings that are identified in the available excess can then be used 

to direct where epistemic excess is embedded within the system. Further, potentially 

superfluous excess can be identified which offers the opportunity to improve system value. 

Beyond showing where excesses can be added to or removed from a system, the stress test 

approach aids in validating the system for future customer requirements, ensuring value for 

system stakeholders. The example presented in this paper is a relatively simple system; 

however, it has been shown to be frequently evolved by consumers to meet their individual 

requirements, and is therefore a relevant example worthy of examination. 
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Architecture Study 

Chapters 5 and 6 explored the impact of initial architecture selection on the evolvability of a 

system. Three ball launchers were used as a case study as they were all of similar price and 

performance, but accomplished the task of “launch ball” three different ways. The Guidelines 

for Product Flexibility were compared to the systems to rank their respective evolvability. The 

systems were then tasked to evolve to achieve the abilities of the other systems in the study. 

The results of the case study were that the initial architecture did not influence evolvability as 

much as how that architecture is implemented to incorporate excess in key, nested components 

and embody The Guidelines for Product Flexibility. Architectures should be selected that can 

be constructed into the branched function diagrams, so modules and components can be 

replaced with minimal negative interactions. Components that emerge as central hubs for flows 

should be designed with excess incorporated in them to prevent these components from being 

the bottleneck in future evolutions. 

 

7.5 Future Work 

The case studies presented in this paper, the heat tool, dart gun, and ball launchers, all had 

traits that made them worthy of exploration from an evolvability and architecture view point. 

However, future case studies could aid in validating the conclusions reached in this research. 

Additionally, these research tools can be extended to more complicated engineered systems to 

increase research value, as well as explore the effects of combined energy domains in a single 

system.
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Appendix A: Basic Component–Flow Representation Models for Heat Gun Components 

 

Figure A.1: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Power Cord 

 

Figure A.2: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Wires 
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Figure A.3: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Nozzle 
 

 
Figure A.4: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Fan 
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Figure A.5: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Cover 

 

 
Figure A.6: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Case 
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Figure A.7: Basic Component-Flow Representation Model for Switch 
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Appendix B: DSMs for Ball Launch Systems 

 

Figure B.1: iFetch Too DSM 
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Figure B.2: PetSafe DSM 
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Figure B.3: GoDogGo DSM 
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Appendix C: Mind Maps Developed for Future Evolutions of Ball Launchers 

 

 

 

Figure C.1: Mind Map to Add Variable Launch Angle to GoDogGo Launcher 
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Figure C.2: Mind Map to Add Variable Launch Angle to iFetch Launcher 
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Figure C.3: Mind Map to allow iFetch to Hold Multiple Balls 
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Figure C.4: Mind Map to allow PetSafe to Hold Multiple Balls 
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Figure C.5: Mind Map to Incorporate Random Distance Mode in PetSafe 
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Figure C.6: Mind Map to Incorporate Random Distance Mode in GoDogGo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


